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MOUNT VERNON, OHIO: TUESDAY, JULY 30, 1861.

VOLUME XXV.
Jbc Ifff. Iknot) gctpocfqfic Smef will take command of the fortifications on the
IS PUSLISHKII KVP.FT TCE8DAT MORNING,

BY E. HARPER.
Oifi.ce in Wocd Yard’s Block, Third Story
TERMS—Two Dollars per annum, payable in ad
vance ; $2.50 within six months ; $3,00 after the ex
piration of the year.

EAT BATT
Eleven Hours ESard Fighting
on Sunday!

Secession Batteries Taken.
REBELS DRIVEN BACK !

Dreadful Slaughter on Both Sides!
Washington, July 21.
Gen. McDowell telegraphs that the enemy is
■completely routed from Bull’s Run and retreat
ing towards Manassas, leaving behind their bat
tery and in posession of the Union forces,
t The fighting commenced at 3 o’clock this moru’ng and cantiuued must desperately till after 2
P. M. The rebels were driven back inch by inch.
Our troops behaved most gallantly, and our
guns were very effective. The whole force of
both sides is said to have been engaged, Geu.
Johnsons having joined the rebels as previously
slated, making Geu. Beauregard’s force about
70.000.
It is believed the rebels will suffer greatly at
Manassas for lack of water.
The Herald’s correspondent says : When I
left the field of battle I saw the rebels flying in
vast numbers. The greatest enthusiasm prevails
throughout our ranks.
Jeff, Davis is understood to be at Manassas
Junction.
Col. Cowden’s Massachsetts 1st Regiment were
fired on by rebel pickets several times as they
.slept on the road on their »rnn.
The l imes’ correspondent telegraphs at mid
night on the 21st:: The battle has been one of
the severest ever fought. Up to 2 o’clock our
troops had driven the enemy a distance of near
ly two miles, as the -enemy fell back from one
position to only another equally strong, and ut
each point fresh reinforcements were poured in
almost without limit as to number.
There can be no doubt but that their force was
At least double our*.
The iFire fiouaves were terribly cut up. While
drawn up to make an attack they were assailed
by a concealed battery, with a strong support, on
their flanks and they were forced to break. It
ns said that Col. Farnham aud Lieut. Col. John
‘Cregiea are killed, but it may not prove true ; the
latter at all events was severely wounded.
Col. Hunter was wounded in the throat.
Col. Slocum of the 2d R. I. and Capt. Towers
«f the 1st, are reported killed.
Gov. Sprague had a horse shot uuder him.

other side of the river, which we are able, it is
said by military engineers, to hold against any
force the enemy may bring against them.
Large rifled cannon aud mortars ara being
safely sent over and mounted.
An officer just from Virginia, reports that the
road from Centreville to the Potomao is strewed
with stragglers.
The troops are resuming the occupation of the
fortifications and entrenchments on the line of
the Potomac. Col. Heintzleman was also wound
ed in the wrist. In addition to those reported
yesterday, it is said that Col. Wilcox, the gallant
commander of a brigads, was killed ; also Capt.
McCook, a brother of Col. McCook, ot Ohio.
The city this morning is in the most iutense
excitement. Wagons are continually arriving,
bringing in the dead and wounded. The feeling
is awfully distressing. Both telegraph and
steamboat communication is suspended today to
the public. The greatest alarm prevails through
out the city.
The following is an account of the beginning
of the panic which resulted sc disastrously to our
troops : All our operations went swimmingly,
and Col. Alexander was about erecting a pon_
toon across Bull Run, when a terrific consterna
tion broke out among the teamsters, who had in
cautiously advanced immediately after the body
of the army and lined the Warrenton road.—
Their consternation was shared in by numerous
civilians, who were on the grounds.
Andersou and his whole army were in retreat.
For a time a perfect panic prevailed, which com
municated itself to the vicinity of Centreville,
and every available conveyance was seized upon.
Several similar alarms had occurred on previ
ous occasions caused by a change of a portion of
our batteries, and it was most probable that the
alarm was owing to the same fact.

SOUTHERN DISPATCH.
Richmond, Va., July 22,)
Via New Orleans. )
The reports of the killed and wounded were so
unreliable last night, owing to the confusion fol
lowing the victory, that we refrained from men
tioning them, fearful of giving pain to anxious
hearts. Gen. Beauregard and staff are safe.—
Beauregard's horse was shot under him. Gen.
Johnston commanded the left where the enemy
made their fiercest attack. Jeff. Davis reached
the field at noon and took command of the cen
tre, where the left wag pressed the severest. He
disengaged a portion of the enemy’s force and de
cided the fortune of the day. No other reliable
reports are received, but are hourly expected.
Washington, July 22.
No fears are felt by Government relative to
the safety of the Capital.
Gen. McDowell is now at the headquarters.
Arlington Heights. The regiments composing,
his division will resume their former positions
seme have already done so.
A private dispatch via Baltimore says, careful
examination leads to the belief that only about
300 were killed. The Conneeticnt regiments
heretofore reported badly cut op have nearly all
returned.
First reports of decimating the 71st N. Y. and
the Fire Zouaves is untrue.
it is estimated that 22.000 of our troops were
engaged in battle yesterday and only 15.000 at
any one time. The whole battle occurred within
the radius of a mile.
It is now thought the enemy left some of their
batteries for the purpose of decoying our troops
on.
’s battery, or the gr ater part of it,
i I ha*Sherman
returned to Washington.
The reason of the capture of other batteries
was that the horses were shot. 500 of the ene
my’s cavalry have been seen since yesterday near
Bull’s Run bridge.
LorisvtLLK, July 22.
The Union men are rather depressed but very
The Whole Army Panic Stricken!
j resolute since the reception of tho news of the
I reverse to the Federal army.
Federal Loss from 2.500 to 3,000 .’
The secessionists are rampant, but their inten
A NATION A S* DISASTER. ded manifestations are checked by the killing of
Tompkins.
•GENERAL GLOOM IN THE ARMY!

Victory Changed to De
feat!
FEARFUL

Our Army Driven Back
to Washington!

Washington, July 22,
'Our troop®, after taking three batteries aud
gaining a great victory eventually repulsed, and
•commenced a retreat on Washington. The re
treat was good order, with the rear well covered
by a good column.
Oui loss is from 2.500 to 3,000.
The fortifications around Washington are
strongly reinforced by fresh troops.
After the latest information was received from
Centerville at 7:30 last night, a series of events
took place in the intensest degree disastrous.—
Many confused statements are prevalent, but
«nough is known to warrant the statement that
we have suffered in a degree which has cast a
gloom over the remauts of the arinv. and excited
the deepest mellancholy through Washington.
The carnage was tremendously heavy on both
•sides, and on ours it is represented as frightful.
We were advancing and taking their masked bat
teries gradually but surely, by drawing the ene
my towar Is Manassas Junction, when the enemy
seemed to have been re-enforced by Gen. John
son, who, it is understood, took command and
immediaiely commenced driving us back, when a
panic among our troops suddenly occurred, and a
regular stampede took place.
It is thought that Gen. McDowell undertook to
make a stand at or about Centreville, but the
panic was ao fearful that the whole army became
demoralized, aud it was impossible to check it
■either at Centreville or at Fairfax Court House.
Gen. McDowell imtended to make another stand
Fairfax Court House, hut our forces being in full
retreat, could not accomplish the object. Be
yond Fairfax Court House the retreat was kept
up until the men reached their regular eocampmciitr, a portion of whom returned to them, but
a still larger portion coining inside the ialrcuch-

ments.

A large number of the troops in their retreat
fell on the way side from exhaustion and scatter•d along the route all the way from Faijfax C.
H.

The road from Bull’s Run was strewed with
knapsacks, arms, &c., some of our troops delib
erately throwing away their guns and appurten
ances.
The better to facilitate their travel, Gen. Mc«
Dowflll was io the rear of the retreat exerting
fcimself to rally his men, but only with partial ef
fect.
The latter part of the army, it is said, made
•their retreat in order. His orders on the field
(did not at ail times reach those for whom they
were intended.
It is supposed the force sent out against oar
troops consisted, according to a prisoner's state
ment, of about 30,000 men, including a large
number of cavalry. He further says, that owing
to reinforcements from Richmond, Strasberg,
and other points, the enemy’’s effective force was
90,000 men.
According to the statement of two of the Fire
Zouaves, they have only about 200 men left from
the slaughter, while the 69th and other regiments
frightfully suffered in killed and wounded. The
number cannot now be known. Sherman’s, Car
lisle’s, Griffin’s and the West Point batteries
were taken by the enemy, and the eight siege 32
pound rifled cannons.
It is supposed that all the provision trains beJu'igiiig to the United States are saved. Large
droves of cattle were saved by being driven back.

Later from the Manasses
Battle.

FEDERAL LOSS ESTIMATED AT
FROM 4.000 TO 5,000 MEN !
The Ohio Boys Protested Against
Being led by Gen. Schenck.
Washington, July 22Tha Rhode Island battery was captured at the
bridge across Bu’i's Run, where their retreat was
cutoff Their horses were all killed.
It is reported that the Black Horse cavalry
made an attack on the rear of our retreating
i r«iy, wbeo the remnant of the F re Zouaves,
turned and fired, killing all but six of them.
The 71st New York lost abont half their men.
The following regiments were engaged in the
fight.
The First, Second and third Connecticut Regi
ments, First Regiments of Regulars, composed of
the First, Second and Third Companies, 250
mariners, the Eighth and Fourteenth New York
militia, the First and Second Rhode Island, the
Sevaentv-first New York, Secend New Hampshire,
Fifth Mas.-achusettf, First Michigan, Eleventh
and Thirty-eight New York, Second and Fifth
Maino, and the Second Vermont Regiments,
besides the several batteries
The following is a partial list of the officers
Killed aud wounded :
Killed—Captain McCook and the Lieutenant
Colonel of the Zouaves, Capt. Gordon. Company
H, Eleventh Massachusetts. Col. Slocum, of the
Twenty-second New York, Col. Wilcox, of the
First Michigan.
Wounded—Col. Tompkins, of New York Sec
ond, Col. Farnham, of Fire Zouaves, Col. Hun
ter, United States Army, Col. Corcoran, of the
Sixty-ninth New York, Col. Clark, of the Eleventh
Massachusetts, Capt. Pickets of the artillery.
It is vaguely reported that Oen. Patterson’s
division arrived in the vicinity of Manassas this
morning, and commenced an attack on the rebel
forces. He wae within 25 miles of the battle
ground yesterday, but the exhausted condition of
his men prevented him from coming to McDow
ell’s aid.
It is reported that 4000 of our troops have
been sent to Fairfax from the other side of the
river.
Lieut. Col. Fowler, of the N. Y. 14th wounded;
Col. Lawrence, of the Massachusetts 5th, and
Cap?. Ellis, of the 71st N. Y., bsd'y wounded ;
Farnham and Maj. Lozier, of the N. Y. Zouaves.
It is probable that the number of killed and
wounded is magnified by large numbers who
•re missiug.
The lowest estimate of the killed and wounded
may he placed at 4000 to 5000.
It is represented in many quarters that the
Ohio troops showed tho greatest consternation ;
probably from the want of confidence ia their
commanding officers.
It is known that on the day previous to the
battle a large number of the Ohio Regiments
publicly protested against being led by Gen.
Schenck, and it was really through the importu
nities of Col. McCook—in whom they placed all
confidence—and other officers, that they were
prevented from making a more formidable rebe’iion.

It was known to our troops yesterday that

It ie supposed her# to-d*j that Geo. Mansfield Johnson had formed a junction with Beasregard

on the night of the first action at Bull’s Run.—
Our men could distinctly hear the cars coming
in from Manassas Junction, and the cheer3 with
which the confederates hailed their newly arri
ving comrades. Thej knew that the enemy was
superior in numbers and in their position. This
was further confirmed by prisoners taken, but
those facts were probably unknown at Washing
ton.
Gen. Schenck, as well as the older field offi
cers, acted admirably. He collected his forces
and covered the retreat, and up to the last mo
ment was personally engaged in the endeavor to
rally his men to make a stand at Centerville.
It was the arrival of fresh reinforcements to
the enemy in superior numbers, which turned the
scale of battle.
The enemy before now might, perhaps, have
more to boast of if they had followed up their ad
vantage last night.
LATER.
Washington, July 22.
The number of killed and wounded is gradu
ally decreasing. GOO Zouaves have returned.
It is understood that Col. Wilcox, reported
killed, is living, though badly wounded.

Oe Jfnwcratic fanner

Democratic Meeting at Freeman's.

■■“S'
the stem resolve of manhood, and rise to the
mercy seat upon woman's gentle availing prayer.
Holy men shall invoke its perpetuity at the altars
of religion, end it shall be whispered in the last
ascents of expiring age. Thus shall survive and
be perpetuated the American Union, and when
it shall be proclaimed that time shall be no more,
and the curtain shall fall, and the good shall be
gathered to a more perfect Union still, may the
destiny of our dear land realise the conception,
that
“Perfumes as of Eden flowed sweetly along,
And a voice, as of Angels, enchanting by song,
Columbia, Columbia, to glory arise.
The Queen of the World, and the child of the
skies.”

At the recent Democratic Meeting at the house
of Asa Freeman’s, in Harrison township, the fol
lowing resolutions were passed :
EDITED BY L. HARPER.
Resolved, That in our opinion the first cause
■ E IS a. vr.es si an whom tbs truth makes free. of tho great national calamity which has befallen
us, can be attributed only to the doctrines advo
MOUNT VERNON, OHIO:
cated by the enemies of the Democratic party,
TUESDAY MORNING......................JULY 30, 1861 and that the course pursued by the present Ad
ministration shows conclusively that tbe Repub
GEN. GEO. W. MORGAN.
lican party is entirely incompetent to administer
Our Democratic exchanges from all parts of the affairs of the Government.
Resolved, That we instruct our Representative
the State make favorable mention otonr sugges
tion of the name of Gen. Geo. W. Morgan as the in Congress to use his best endeavors to settle
Democratic candidate for Governor. We make the present difficulty by accepting the Crittenden Reign of Terror in Rew Tork
amendment, or, any other proposition, which
a few extracts:
HuffGES Iff THE METROPOLIS.
For Governor—The Mt. Vernon Banner is will-give to each section its just tights—- othiog
VTSvca and Children of Volunteers
out for the nomination cf General Georgs W. ess. or nothing mere,
Starving!
Morgan as the Democratic candidate for Gov
Resolved, That it is The sense of this meeting
ernor. He is a good man and would make a that the most speedy manner by which the pres*
Procession of Women.
strong run—Holmes Farmer.
eut difficulty can be adjusted is by the Democrat
Gen. G. W. Morgan—The Mount Vernon
{Fr»m (Ac At. Y. Eipriu.)
Banner proposes the name of Gen. George W. ic people; that in view of that fact we are in fa
This morning, about 9 o'clock, a large number
The Cause of the Panic among Morgan, late U. S. Misister to Portugal, as a vor of a national Convention of the whole Union.
our Troops.
Democratic candidate for Governor. We could
Resolved, That we have no faith in the ability of womeu assembled in front of No. 14 Fourth’
[<?peetaZ (o Cleveland Leader."]
most h°artly support this gentleman who won for of the present Congress, to bring about a Com Avenue, the main distribution office of the Union
Washington, July 22.
himself so enviable a fame in the war with MexDtfence Committee, of receiving some assistance
The following is supposed to be tbs caute cf ico, and whose unquestioned ability as a diplo promise.
from
that body. It seems that some misinformed
Resolced,
That
we
earnestly
desire
the
per

mat
retained
him
in
his
position
as
Minister
the disastrous retreat and panic among our troops
or
malicious
person, caused a notice to be pub
petuation
of
the
Union
of
these
States
;
but
in
through two successive Administrations—Seneca
yesterday at Manassas:
the language of the lamented Stephen A. Doug lished, that the Committee would again distrib
The army wagons had been driven too near Advertiser.
the enemy’s lines, owing to some misdirection.
8s&~ The Mt. Vernon Banner suggests Gen- las, we believe that “ war is disunion,” and that ute mousy commencing this morning.
They were ordered to fall back to their proper Geo. W. Morgan, as a candidate for Governor. if the Union be continued, it must be upon the
When the females found that they had been
position. Ia doing this, the drivers and such That would be a nomination fit to bo made— □rinciple on which it was formed, viz. the volun
tary consent of its members , that any other mode deceived, quite a commotion occurred. In all
spectators of the battle as were near ihem, Coshocton l)em.
is subversive cf the principles of self government; languages the U. C. D., received chastismeut
thought the order had been given to retreat, and
and hence, in order to restore this Union, the first some were iu favor of hanging all the “aristo
fled precipitately, in many cases cutting the
“Tom-Foolery.'’
requisite is peace—to the end that all questions
horses loose and leaving the wagons in the road.
Uuder this head, the Zanesville City Times, may be settled, not despotically, by the sword, crats” who had led their men away to fight while
A part of the soldiers took this for a retreat
and fled. The panic spread until the army was an independent paper, lies the following pun but voluntarily by free consent of the American the “dandies” remained at home, others proposed
the immediate destruction of the distributing
nearly all involved. The wagons which had gent exposure : With the good and effectual people.
Resolved, That the present alarming and de- office, and finally, amotion to adjourn to the City
been left in the road, broke up the order of the work our army is doing, it is to be expected that
peplotable condition of our country has arisen Hall prevailed, by a vote quite unr.nimous.
ranks, and rendered it impossible to rally the
Two by two, the women, some having babies
there will also be some very farcial things enact mainly from the exercize of uncsnstitutional pow
men.
It is reported that Lieut. Col. Nugent and Capt. ed. Squads of soldiers going into farm houses in ers by the present Chief Magistrate, who has not in their arms, while others carried baskets march
Meagher of the New York 69th are among the Virginia, frightening the women, taking the hus hesitated to inaugurate a war, to enlist a large ed down the Bowery to the City Hall.
The officials reviewed this petticoat demonstra
standing army, to ir crease the navy, to seize
killed.
bands and sons prisoners on suspicion of being private papers, to deny citizens the right to bear tion with evident alarm, while several tinseled
secessionists, aud carrying them from their arms, aud to suspend the writ of habeas corpus, officers, were scowled at so fiercely that they beat
FURTHER PARTICULARS.
homes to Columbus, there to take an oath of al all of which acts are in direct violation of Art. 1. an ignominious retreat.
New York, July 23.
The procession then marched into the Mayor’s
Commercial's dispatch :
legiance, and then be sect home, all at the ex sec. 8 and 9 of the Constitution of the United
Major Harris left with a flag of truce to-day, to pense of the Government, is one of these farcial States and of the Amendments thereto, Art. Il office, while the clerks gazed upon the unusual
sight with an astonishment bordering on the
and Art. IV.
receive the body of Colonel Cameron.
Resolved, That the enormous expenses of the ludicrous. A loud cry for “the Mayor” went up
The Assistant Surgeon at the Centreville hos things that ought to be discountenanced.
A few days ago calling himself Lieutenant present war will seriously Gulden our people; from the throng, but the women were informed
pital. says the killed aud wounded will not ex
that his Honor was not in, and so could say
ceed 600.
Free passed through Zanesville on a mission of that a standing army is dangerous to the safety nothing to them.
Centreville was occupied last night by the Vir this kind. He had been out, with a squad of of the citizens, that its expense is drawn from
At this point a widow named Mahon, whose
the toil of the agricultural and working classes,
ginia cavalry, and the scouts stretched to Fair
fax. They were very industriously engaged in some twenty five men, on a scouting expedition that the Morill Tariff ia simply a part of the ma son had enlisted in the Mozart Regiment, said
picking up knapsac ks, canteens, &c., on the road. in the neighborhood of Ravenswood, Va., went chinery of monarchy to enrich the few at the ex that he would uot have gone had he not been
There is no prospect of the rebels advancing. into a farm house, where he found several fright pense of the many, and that we enter our firm promised that his mother should receive $2 a
The Government is hourly receiving offers of ened women, represented himself as a secession and earnest protest against all of these measures week. She had had nothing to eat since Satur
as opposed to the principles of trur Democracy day, and she would not beg, even though she died.
regiments, which are accepted. Misfortune has
ist, and the women, fearful of encountering an and destructive to the liberties and material in
AuotLer woman, quite respectable iu appear'
had no disheartening effects.
ance, whose husband was at Fortress Monroe
enemy, declared themselves and their husbands terest of the people of the Northern States.
Eighteen cannon were lost in the retreat.
Resolved, That the Republican party has prov had an infant in her arms, and said that she
Capt. Gore, of Hartford, shot an Alabama Col Io be sympathisers with secession, whereupon
ed that all its pretensions of devoting to “ free could do without food herself, but the child must
onel, and captured five rebels
these twenty five soldiers were summoned from dom, free speech and free discussion," were sim have something, even, added she, with almost
A private dispatch says that the 71st N. Y. , .
,
,
<■
Regiment had 75 killed, 100 wounded and 200 ^etr atnouscade. vaueotly took four men from ply cloaks to conceal their real enmity to liberty with fierce energy, if she had to steal it.
Still others cried out that they were starving,
heir
work
in
the
fields,
and
‘
‘
Lieut.
Free
”
and and the constitutional guarantees of citizens, and
taken prisoners.
B.At.TiaoitK, July 23.
a posse of soldiers conveyed them ns prisoners to that the attempt to muzzle the Democratic press and that if food were not forthcoming death must
A gentlemen from the valley of Virginia, says Columbus, where they will bo discharged upon by mobs and terrorism, to prevent citizens from ensue. A small, pale looking female, threaten
that. Gen. Johnson left Winchester on Thurday taking the oath of allegiance, and sent heme expressing their honest opinions, calls for and ed to drown herself and child, because of the pri
deserves the sternest condemnation of every true vation they were suffering, and for a time there
noon, and reaceed Manassas during the battle,
with 20,000 strong. It was confidently asserted again, at a cost to the government of about friend of law, order, liberty and the inalienable wbs a perfect Babel.
At last a clerk referred them to the office of
at Winchester that Gen. Johnson was killed at $150 00 1 A little investigation will show this rights of roan.
the Union Defence Committee, telling them they
Manassas. It is also rumored, but cot certain whole thing, no doubt, to be the merest farce, and
would meet the managers there, and get full in
that Gen. Jackson was killed.
Sentiment# or a Democratic
most probably prompted by a motive to procure a
formation from them personally. The’idea was
“Traitor I”
Messengers sent front Manassas, represent the
immediately acted upon, and iu a moment one
army as in a starving condition, and all the pro littie notoriety for the said I ieutenant.
hundred and fifty women Were on their way to
If reasonable grounds existed for suspecting
Eloquent Conclusion of a Speech!
duce in the neighborhood as being seized aid
the rooms of the Committee in Pine street.
sent down. The suffering at Winchester was ve the loyalty of these men, why not deal with them
Ou the route down they were followed by a
The Hon. Daniel S. Dickinson, of New York
ry great.
court martial at home, instead of carrying them
in a recent speech gave vent to the patriotic feel large crowd, who listened, some with astonish
as prisoners ail the way to Columbus, Ohio? It
inent, others with pity, to the tales of woe told
From Washington.
ings that animates the spirits of the Democracy. oy the poor applicants for relief promised but not
is a profligate waste of the public money to thus
Washington, July 23.
We do not know a Democrat that does not fully forthcoming.
It is sow well ascertained that the killed will expend it, and we certainly, at this time, have
When the procession reached the Committee’s
fall short of 1000. The rebels did not follow our no money to squander. Instead, therefore, of endorse, in sentiment and in act, tbe buuring
Headquarters, the members gazed upon the scene
words of this old aud veteran Democrat:
retreating forces after they passed Bull’s Run.
glorifying Lieut. Free for this act, we think Gen.
Col. Eristein, of the Pennsylvania 24th Regi
Shall we then surrender to turbulence and fac with feelings of nnything but pleasure. They
ment, returned to the battle-field about 11 o’clock McClellan should have him court martialed.
tion, and rebellion, and give up the Union with knew very well that the women were iu want,
This is a single instance of this kind. We un all its elements of good, nil its holy memories, and that t tey had no means of relieving them, so
Sunday night, and brought off six pieces of ar
tillery, whioh he delivered to the commanding derstand that there have been mfley others. all its hallowed associations, all its blood-bought it was determined that Gen. Wetmore should ex
plain matters. Tbe crowd rushed up stairs, and
officer on the Potomac yesterday evening. He Some of the alleged secessionists proved them history ?
in a moment the ante-room was thronged and
reports that the fit Id was clear and not an enemy
“
No!
let
the
eagle
change
his
plume.
selves Io be without suspicion, and all were dis
the cry went, “We are starving!” “We want
ia sight.
The leaf its hue, the flower its bloom;”
money !“
The President and Secretary of War are vig charged upon a mere formal acknowledgement
But do not give up the Union. Preserve it to
“There is none here,” replied the clerk.
orously at work re-organizing a powerful army. of loyalty, but in each case Uncle Sam was made
“flourish in immortal youth,” until it is disolved
“Then it should not have been promised,*’said
Within the last six honrs6000 fresh men, with a to foot & heavy bill.
amid the “wreck of matter and the crash ot one woman. Had my bov known this he would
number of batteries of artillery, have been ac
worlds.” Let the patriot aud statesman stand never have deserterted me to fight fur an ungratecepted.
Letters from Geo. Thompson.
by it to the last, whether assailed by foreign or lul set of aristocrats. You've got him away now,
A number of regiments have arrived. Every
Geo. 'Thompson, the well known English abo domestic foes, and if he perishes in the conflict, and intend. I suppose, to let us starve.”
day will bring immense reinforcements to the
This speech was eudorsed by the throng, some
litionist, writes to his “faithful friend and brother,” let him fall like Rienzi, the last of the Tribunes,
National Capitol.
Ten new regiments will be in Baltimore by Win. Lloyd Garrison, in terms of evident satis upon the same stand where he has preached lib of whom demauded a hearing before the commit
tee.
this evening. The response from every quarter faction that civil war now rages in America, and erty and equality to his countrymen.
Preserve it iu the name of the Fathers of the
General Wetmore here made his appearance,
hss been n ost gratifying and truly patriotic.
Capt. Tyler received a letter this morning from expresses his deliberate conviction that “the pre. Revolution—preserve it for its great elements of and said that he regretted exttemely there should
Capt. Gibson, of the Franklin Brigade, dated sent struggle must end in the downfall of slave good—preserve it in the sacred name of liberty have been any misunderstanding. There was no
— preserve it for the faithful and devoted lovers money for them, but some gentlemen were now
Centreville, asl-iug for horse fodder, from which ry.” He asks :
ot the Constitution in the rebellious States—those engaged in a laudable effort to raise some. They
it appears our troops are still there.
“Will the armies of New England and the Iree who are persecuted for its support, and are dy should remain quiet for a day or two. and there
West return, before they have planted th« flag ing in its defense. Rebellion can lay down its would doubtless be plenty of relief. Let them go
Mr. Lincoln's Message—An Unfortunate of personal freedom side by side with that of the arms to Government—Government canuot sur home, like good people, and they would soon be
Union, and decreed that slavery is for ever ahol render to rebellion.
Expression.
cared for.
In the message of the President tha following ished in everv part of the national domain ? God
Give up the Union ! “ibis fair and fertile plain
An Irish woman here emphatically declared
turbid | * * * The spirit of John Brown to batten on that moor.” Divide the Atlantic, that she would not go home, but would stay there
sentence occurs :
walks abroad ! Be.ng dead, he yet speaketh, and
“ It is now for them to demonstrate to the points with shadowy finger to Harper's Ferry and so that its tides shall beat in sections, that some and force them to give heir something to eat.
world that those who canjairly carry an election Cuarlestown I Witness, in every company of ev spurious Neptune may ruH an ocean of his own! They wouldn’t dare to let her starve under their
can also suppress a rebellion; that ballots are ery regiment forming tbe vast army of volunteers Draw a line upon the sun’s disc, that it may cast very eyes.
Several determined 16 standby the Irish wo
the rightful and peaceful successors of bullets, some few at least, who have vowed to fight not its beams upon earth in divisions 1 Let tl e moon,
and that when ballots have fairly and constitu for the restoration of the Union alone, but for a like Bottom iu the play, show but half its face! man.
At this point, a woman proposed that a female
tionally decided, there can be no successful ap Union without slavery—a Union of free men of Separate the constellation of the Pleiadpg and
peal back to bullets ; that there can be no suc all colors, from Passamaqnoddy Bay to the Nor sunder the bands of Orion ! but retain tbe Union. regiment should he raised.
Give up the Union, with its glorious flag, its
“Arrah, what for ?” asked a specimen of the
cessful appeal except to ballots themselves, at thern bank of the Rio Grande! Witness the re
stars and stripes, full of proud and pleasing, and green isle.
succeeding elections.”
cent pregnant utterances of politicians, states- honorable recollections, for the spurious inven
“To teach these philanthropists here that wo
Commenting upon this the Boston Courier re men and editors, who deal with slavery as agan. tion with no antecedents but the history of a vi men are not cowards. If they hav^ not money
grene that must he cutout! Witness the altered olated constitution and of lawless ambition ? No! for ns, let them give ns work. That’s all we ask.”
marks :
Thus the talk was kept up uutil we go to press
“ The implication here certainly is, that the tone oi that recreant and guilty church, which, let us stand by the emblem of our fathers,
with ibis edition. It is quite evident that there
party which elected Mr. Lincoln is to suppress t ill the roar of Charleston cannon was heard, and
“
Flag
of
the
free
hearts
’
hope
and
home,
is much suffering among these unfortunate fe
the rebellion ! The indulgence of such an idea the stars and stripeR succumbed to the black flag
By angel hands to valor given.
males and unless ftoroelbing be done for them
would be attended with the most disastrous con ot secession, hugged the men-stealers of the South
Thy stars have lit the welkin dome
to
its
bosom,
and,
while
it
could
not
fellowship
sequences. The means and the men raised for
And ail tny hues were born in Heaven.” without delay, it is quite likely that the people of
the
Church
of
the
Puritans
on
account
of
its
Ab

the support of the government have been furnish
Ask the Christian to exchange the cross with this city will be ashamed by bearing of serious
ed for the Union cause, aud not to sustain any olitionism, could break sacramental bread with the cherished memories of a Savior's love, for results.
traffickers
in
slaves
and
the
souls
of
men.
”
party dogmas. A very large proportion of the
the crescent of the impostor, or to address his
fundB must have come from opponents of the Re
A “Mathematical" Question.
prayers to the Juggernaut or Josh instead of the
Assertion vs. Fact.
publican party—there is reason to believe that a
••In plain words there is no real crista, except
Lincoln in his Message, makes the ridiculous living and true God 1 but sustain the emblem
large majority of the army did not vote oil their
your fathers leved and cherished. Give up the an artificial one.”
side. Of the generals in command, McClellan, assertion that the States derive their powers from, Union ? Never! The Union shall endure, and
So said Abraham Lincoln in his speech at
Cadwallader, Patterson, Butler, and we daresay and are the mere creatures of, the General Gov its praise shall be heard when its friends and its
others, are Democrats. Most of the officers of ernment. He declares that “no one of the States foes, those who support and those who assail, Pittsburg, on tbe 15th of February last, when on
whom we know anything are either Democrats or
those who bare their bosoms in its defence, and his way to be inaugurated President of the United
of the Old Whig line. The Lieutenant-General except Texas ever was a Sovereignty.” Now for those who aim their daggers at its heart, shall all States.
is an old Whig, ten years ago the candidate for the fact. Article second of the Articles of Con sleep in the dust together. Its name shall be
“It is now recommended that yon give the le.
the Presidency of that party. Mr. Lincoln was federation says : “Eich State retains it SOV heard with veneration among the roar of Pacific’s gal means for making the contest short and de
himself chosen by about • third of the votes EREIGNTY, Freedom, and Independence.”
waves, away upon the rivers of the North and cisive ; that you place at the control of the Gov
thrown in the electiou- His party could make
——----------■»»■»«-------------- Ea^t, where liberty is divided from monarchy, ernment for the work at least 400.000 men, »nd
no head against the rebellion.”
and be wafted in gentle breezes upon the Rio $400,009,000.”—Jjincoln's Message.
Encouraging.
If it requires “400,000 men and $400,000,000”
Everywhere we hear of men who have not Grande. It shall rustle in tbe harvest, and wave
The Cincinnati Times (Republican) says:
heretofore acted with the Democratic party, who in the standing corn, on the extended prairies of to crush out an “artificial crisis,” how many men,
“ The conduct of Cameron is disgusting.— now express their determination to vote with us the West, and be heard in the bleating folds and
There is no honor in him, and he ia disgracing hereafter. Most heartily do we welcome them lowing herds upon a thousand hills. It shall be and how much money will be required to crush
the position he holds. He ought to be removed. to the ranks. There is do hope for the country, with those who delve in mines, and shall hum in out a “real” one ?—Dayton Empire.
He will hang to the Cabinet as long as there is a no safety for ourselvles, or our children, but in the manufactories of New England, and in the
The Louisville Courier says;—“ la all,
dollar to steal, if he is not kicked out as he ought the triumph of that good old party whieh’"al ways cotton gins of tbe South. It, shall be proclaimed
to be.”
carried the flag and kept step to the music of the by the stars and stripes in every sea of earth, as three hundred and sixty thousand troops thus far
the American Union, one and indivisible; upon have offered their eervices to the Confederate
Union.1’-— Logan Gaz.
The Distances.
the great thoroughfares wherever eteam drives States to engage in the war against Lincoln.”
Alexandria is six miles south of AJiugton
The race between Flora Temple, Ethan and engines throb, and shriek, its greatness and
-------- ——«»•— ———
Heights: Fairfax C. tl. :s 14 miles west of Al
, ,
, ..
There are fifty-four sick soldiers in tbe
exandria; Centerville is 7 miles west of Fairfax J AllaD and Mate’
■wa8 won b; Ailen ftnd perpetuity shall he hailed with gladness. It
shall be lisped in the earliest words, end ring in
and Manassas Gap Junction is 7 miles west of. M".te. Three strait heats. Time unprecedented the merry voices of childhood, and swell to heav.
Centerville and the Junction,
| —2;22j, 2:22, and 2:23|.
•n upon Ike song of maidece. It shall five iu

NUMBER 15.
SYNOPSIS OF

JEFF. DAVIS’ IflAl utlUL.
New Orleans, July 20.
Jeff. Davis' Inaugural cilia attention to the
causes which formed the Confederacy, and saye
it is now only necessary to call attention to such
facts as have occurred during the recess, and lo
matters in connection with the public defense.—
He congratulates Congress on the secessions to
the Confederacy of the free and equal Rovereigu
States, mentioning feveral Statps and rhts it wad
deemed advisable to remove he several depart
ments and ari hives to Richmond, to which place
Congress has already been removed, as the seat
of Government. After the adjournment of Cor.,
grees, the aggressive movements of the enemy
required prompt and energetic action. The »c*
cumulation of the enemy’s force on the Potcmae,
sufficiently demonstrates that his efforts are di
rected again t Virginia, and from no point could
measures for her defense and protection be so ef
fectually directed as from his own Capitol.
The rapid progress of the past few months haa
stripped the veil behind which the true policy
and purposes of the Lincoln Government was
was previously concealed.but which are now fully
revealed. The message of their President, and
he action of their Congress at the present sess
ion. confesses the intention of sul jugsting the
seceding States by war. the folly of which is
equalled only by its wi< keduess ; a war by whirl
it is impossible to attain the proposed result, whik
its dire calamities cannot be avoided by us, will
fall with double severity on themselves. Com
mencing in March last with an affectation of ig
norance of tbe session of the seven Staves which
organized the Confederate Government, and per
sisting in April in the absurd assumption of tho
existence of riot which was to be dispersed by a
posse comitatus. Representations that theso
States intended an offensive war in spite of cotclusive evidence to the contrary, furnishes as well
by tbe official action of the President of tl
United States that he and his advisr-rs have suc
ceeded in deceiving the people of these States iota
the belief that the purpose of this Government ii
not peace at home, but conquest abroad ; not th<
defense of our liberties, put the subversion ofth<
people of the United Status.
Fortunately for the truth of history, Lincoln’)
message minutely details the attempt to re inferFt. Pickens, in violation of the armistice of whicl
he conLsses that he has t een informed only b;
rumors too vague aud uncertain to create atten
tion. The hostile expedition dispatched to sup
ply Ft. Sumter is admitted to hive been under
taken with the knowledge that its success was
impossible. The sending of a notice to the Gov
ernor of South Carolina of the intention to use
force to accomplish the object quoted from in hit
Inaugural, that “ there will be no conflict oulesi
these States were the agressors ”
He proceeds to declate that his conduct in th»
past as well as for the future was in performaocf
of this promise which could not be misunderstood
He charges these States with being the assailant)
of the Union and states that tlie world «anoo;
misunderstand this unfounded preteuce. Lin
coln proposes to make the contest sharp and de
cisive and confesses that even an increased fcrct
is required. These enormous preparations are i
distinct avowel that tha United States are en
gaged with a great and poweiful nation, »o<
they are compelled to abandon the pretecco o!
dispersing rioters and suppressing insurrection
and are driven lo the acknowledgement that th<
Union is dissolved. They recognize -heseparaH
existence of the Confederate States by the inter
diction of aa embargo and blockade, by whitd
all commerce between the two is eut off.
He repudiiAcs the foolish idea that the iuhabt
tants of the Coe.tederacy are citizens of the Uni
ted States, fur they are now waging an iudl.«
criminate war upon them with a «av-»ge ferocit]
unknown to modern civilizition. He compare!
the present invasion to that of Great Britain
1781, which was conducted ia a more civilieei)
manner. Mankind shudders at the outrage!
committed on defenetdets females, who depict
their borr.trat the deliberate malignity which un
der tbe pretext of snpprr-sdng insurrection, the;
make special war on sick women and children
by careful'y devised measures to prevent theii
obtaining medicines necessary for their care■ limns
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BSgf* A letter from Jeddo eays ; Not longstcci
the murderers of a prince w ere boiled to death ii
a large kettle.
Mr. Bonner, of the New York Ledg'i
presented Mr. Everett, on the 4th of J tly with
check for $1,030, to be given to the families o
the Massachusetts volunteers.
8^-. The Lafayette (Indiana) Journalled th<
15th inst., says considerable corn ie coming ii
and finds ready sale e-t sixteen cents at Warehous
es and seventeen at the distilleries.
Carthage, the scene of the late battle it
Missouri, is in the extreme southwestern cornet
ot the State, only fifty miles from tbe Aikansaa
line.
Willard’s Hotel at Washington has beei
leased at $30,000 peranuum to the firmer pro
prietor of the Girard House, Philadelphia.
S®** A lady in Rochester sent a dress to a dyei
wi.h instructions to dye it some color that wouk
not run. Tbe patriotic dyer returned the dresi
covered all over with tho colors of the Aaaerieai
Union.
Miss Angueta Evans, of Mobi’e, the au
thor of Beulah, is now in the Southern camp al
Norfolk, administering to toe comforts of tei
friends.
The President in reply to a resolution o
the House calling for the correspondence touch
iog the annexation of the Dominican Republic t<
Spain, has replied it is not deemed advisable t<
communicate it at this time.
Wilke's Spirit of the Times says a mat cl
is likely to ue made up between H een an an;
Mace, who now holds the belt of England, hat
ing conquered Hurst in a late fightThe story that the Secretary of the Navj
had forbidden the enlistment of any but nativ<
citizens as landsmen in tbe Navy is authoritative
ly contradicted.
The large estate of Mr. Douglas at Chic1
ago is encambered to tbe amount 1300.000—odi
mortgage of $60,000 being held by Fernandc
Wood.
A Text for Political Preachers.-—“ Whet
the wicked rule, the people mourn.”
t®* The correspondent of tbe N. Y. Timei
writes from Washington : ‘Thera is a oonopre
raise sentiment in the Cabinet and the army.’It is about time !
jgT Satan Reproving Sin.—Gov. Dennisot,
reprimanding Ohio volunteers for taking chick
ens and eatables from the rebels 1
jg©r Congress has expelled John B. Clarl
member from 3rd district in Missouri, ou scccun1
of being in arms agaioat the U. 8,
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Administrator’s pfottce.
timents, he can ba accomodated, free of charge, Details of the Great Battle
OTICE thereby give n that 11,e undersigned has
by approaching us, but we do not think of run
at Bull’s Kim.
been (fitly appointed anil qualified by the Probate
If reliance can be placed in the dispatches
Th* Republican Central Committee of Cuya
Court, within and for Knox county, Ohio, as Adininning after him ; such game is not worth taking.
The following is the account of the battle at
on the estate of Cornelius Russell deceased.
hoga County, of which Hiram “Griswold, Esq.( from Washington, the rebels have shown a spirit
We would rather spend our tithe with those that Bull’s Run, previous to the grand rout of the Fed iitor,
AH persons indebted to said estate are notified to
old John Brown’s attorney is chairman, have held of barbarity, after the late battle, that would dis
• EDITED BY L. HARPER.
would be more influential when converted to our eral forces, as lelepraphed to the Eastern press make immediate payment to the undersigned,and all
a meeting and recommend that the Republican grace a Camanche Indian. It is skid that the
cause. He says We tried to bribe the Post Office from Washington city, under date of Sunday 2 let persons holding claims against said estate, are noti
'S A ?1BSMAS WHOM TIIE TRUTH MAKESFRKE.
fied topresent them legally proven for settlement
and Democratic parties shall nominate a Union confederate troops bayoneted and killed at once
department to keep it itr our possession. Th s inst
within one vear from this date.
every
federal
soldier
they
found
upon
the
field
of
State Ticket, on the basis of supporting Mr. Lin
MOtlfoT VERYOX, OHIO:
* ALLISON ADAMS, Administrater.
is another flight of imagination. Our DeroocratA
most
severe
battle
was
fought
to
day
at
Bull
battle, tvbose wounds prevented them from fol
July SOth 3w
; ic Post master resigned before Lincoln took his Run Bridge. . The conflict was desperate, lasting
UEsday morning....... .'....... july so, isei coln in carrying on the present war.
We will say for the Democracy oi Knox coun lowing the main body of the army. It is also
Blood Purifyer and Blood Pilla.
seat. His brother, a Republican, who was very over nine hours.
GREAT VICTORY, AND A GREAT ty that they disire no Union with any party that stated that a building, used as a hospital for the
competent to fill the vacancy and the choice of
The programme, as stated in the first dispatch
DEFEAT.
will not stand up squarely and fairly upon a sol federal troops, was fired into by ths Secession
the people, irrespective of party, yielded his from Fairfax Court House, Was carried out, until
ists.
id Democratic platform. If the Republicans are
claims through a charitable feeling towards the the troopa met with a succession of masked betFull pwtieirfifrs. cf the battles at Bull's Run, tired of their sectional, fanatical party, let them,
Flags of truce sent for the purpose of recover
on Resolutions.
present incumbent. If that can be called bribe teries which were attacked with vigor and succes8
ar Manassa*, on Sunday, 21st inst., will be as honest men, abandon it at once, and we will ing the bodies of federal officers and soldiers kil
The meeting was thea ably and eloquently ad ry then it is so.
after a severe 1 oss of life. Our troops advanced
and tn this Peek’s Banner. It will be seen gladly receive then into the Democratic ranks, led in battle, have been ordered back ; and the
But Mr. Editor, I will nbtice “Unionist” no as follows »
at in the early partof the day the Federal for which they will find to be the "only trne Union confederate officer threatened to have the bearers dressed by M. H. Mitchell, Esq. in defense cf
Col. Richardson, who distinguished himself in
the old Union and Constitution, showing, con further, neither now or again Unless he continues
9, after desperate fighting, took the secession party that has an existence in this country.
arrested, if the thing was repeated I Flags of
clusively, that the Democracy now stand, as to be personal. ITis situation renders bill: an the previous engagement, proceeded on the left
tteries, one by one, literally at the point of the
The men who propose this “Union” movement truce, sent on such errands of mercy, have been
with four regiments of the Fourth Brigade, to
yonet. Their success was undoubted and ov- are the Giddings Abolitionists, who, knowing respected by every civilized nation in the world they always have, by the Virginia and Kentucky object rather of our commiseration and pity, than hrid the battery oa the hill on the Warrenton
nit.
contempt,
and
we
forbear
with
him
up
to
this
Resolutions, takiug them for their Platform, and
wh'eltni ig ; but all of a sudden, a panic seized that their party has become corrupt and odious,
road in the viciniryof the place where the last
SCANDINAVIAN
REMEDIES.
opposed to the suppression of State Sovereigties, time, making no promises for the future, only as battle Was fought. The flank movements were
HON. C. L. VALLANDIGHAM.
HE evidence in the possession of Dr. Robacky
e entire Federal army, and the whole body re' wish the Democracy of Ohio to go into “ cahoot”
which is at all-times aocessible to the public, es
and setting up in their stead a strong consolida we have already said not to notice any more such described in the first dispatch;
eated towards Washington I In an instant of wi.h them, to take a share of that odium ! The
A most infamous, libelous and malicious arti ted or ceutral government.
Scheuck’s and Sherman’s brigades of General tablish the following
meaningless, flighty, scattered and nonsensical
me victory, was changed to defeat !
FACTS!
Blair’s Divisions advanced by tbe Warrenton
Democrats will do no such foolish thing. They cle recently appeared in that vile disunion paper,
The address was listened to and received in stuff, as this last abortion of his diseased brain. road, while Colonels Heinlzeluian’e and Hunter’s That the BLOOD FURIFTEK and BLOOD PILLS
The causes that produced this strange panic will nominate for themselves a clean straight* the New York Tribune, purporting to be a com
by analysis tb
Very Respectfully, yours, &c.
terms of approbation. On Mr. Mitchell taking
division took the fork of the Warrenton road to have been proved
ad disgraceful retreat, are thus set forth io a out Democratic Ticket, and will elect it, tco, “like munication from New Lisbon, charging the Hon
Cdntriirt No MineraL
CoSSTITVTtOS’ akd Un tos.
move between Bull run and Manassas Junction. That they cure the almost universal complaint,
his seat, the.Committee, through their Chairman
ecial dispatch to the Cleveland Leader: ‘‘1st, a shot.”
U. L. Vallandigham, M. C. from the Dayton dia W. R. Hart, presented the following Resolutions,
Col Keye’s Brigade remained at Centerville.
Dyspepsia
e aoinmissary department had been shametully
From the Pittsburgh Pott.
Information was received by Gen. Tyler’s com with unerring certainty, and ih a very short time.—
Tha Democracy of Ohio will be a unit this trict, with the crime of neglecting his aged moth which, on motion, were adopted :
That
after
all
other
medicinds have proved useless,
mand
of
the
existence
of
the
enemy
’
s
battery
effected.; (Many of the troops bad nothing to year.- They will have no Lecompton or Anti*; er, and allowing her to become literally a pau»
To Much Haste—Who is Responsible.
Resolved, That in our peculiar arrangement of
they relieve
t for eighteen and twentyfour hours, and what Lecompton, Dpuglas or Breckiuridge diffeiences per upon the public. Since then a letter has
Those who have mad3 haste for battle, and in commanding the road. Our troops were then
Liver Complaint,
government power, the States are the chief sourformed in battle array.
restore the health and strength of ths sufferer.
ould be expected of men in such condition ?— to disturb their harmony and prevent their suc been written to the Tri'&tfne, signed by some of ce3 whence flow to us the blessings of free gov- the wake of the philosopher of the Ttibune, have
The Second New York and the First Ohio on and
That
—They had long and tiresome marches on cess. Let all good men ih the Republican ranks, the most respectable citizens of New Lisbon, eminent and freedom. Before the Revolution been endeavoring to bring the force of public the left, aud the Second Ohio and the Second
Sick Females^
JfirJay, and had been deprived of much need- who love the Union as it was, and the Consti showing the writer of the first communica and during the Revolution they were the sole opinion to bear upon Mr. Lincoln, to urge on the Wisconsin, aud Seventy-ninth, Thirteenth and who have languished for years in helpless weakness
il s’eep. while the enemy were fresh and vigor tution as it is, aud who are opposed to the tion to be an infamous liar and scoundrel, and sources, since the adoption of the Constitution fight, are responsible for the disasters of Sunday Sixty-third Regiments, of New York, on tbe night. and despondency, reouperate with groat rapidiiy un
der their invigorating operation. That all sexual
Col. Mile's regiment followed iu the rear.
t s, besides being behind their carefully built eD- “Union-sliders,” fanatics and plunderers, who are that his statements are false, in every particular. of 11 78 they still continue the chief sources. By to our army.
The first range gun was fired by Sherman’s disabilities are removed by their cordial and gentle
them alone while within the United States our
'Jhe
advance
was
made
before
the
Commander
stimulating
properties. That they recruit
enchments. 3d—There 6eemed to ba no head driving the country to destruction, join hand and
battery at ten minutes of seven.
The Tribune says:
life, our liberty ot person, our property and repu
Shuttered Constitutions,
The rebels did not return his shot until an however they
o the army. Conflicting orders were given, and heart with the Democracy, io drive the Gotha aud
“We printed, some days since, a communica tation are protected and defended. From them in Chief was ready for it. We have tbe author
may have been trifled with and abus
tion, responsibly indorsed, from New Lisbon, G., flow to us as instrumentalities under God the ity of the Philadelphia North American for this. hour and a half afterwards. When Cwl. Hunter’s ed; that their direct tendency is to lengthen life,
he carrying out of these doubled the confusion.’’ Vandab of a corrupt party from power.
division
came
up,
the
battle
became
general.
—
charging the Hon. C. L. Vallandigham with multitude of blessings enjoyed by us as freemen. Mr. Lincoln had assured Gen. Scott, that the ad
and render it enjoyable. That operating directly
The retreat was so sudden and so causeless, ‘ There is no use talking of a political Union be. leaving his aged mother dependent on charity
Resolved, That this view of our institutions has ministration would “furnish plenty of men, moo Col. Hunter s movement, to gain the rear of the upon the poison of the disease in the blood, they
enemy,
was
almost
a
success.
The
enemy
’
s
posi

i
Cause Soon to Ilenl,
hat the rebels themseb’es, who had been hand- , ^ween tE© old Constitutional Democracy and the for the necessaries of life. We print herewith ever been peculiar with the Democralic party.
discharge from the system every taint of Scro
another letter from several citizens of that place, I he party opposed to us under it camelior-like ey and patience," but the force of the Tribune tion was opened on by several of Carlisl’e bow- and
d so roughly during the day, could not under. ( fanat’cal Abolitionists on any basis. Such
fula, whether hereditary or otherwise. That they
itzers,
followed
by
slight
skirmishing.
The
reb

land it. They believed it was a mere ruse de thing is utterly preposterous. The Democracy giving the other side of the story, and very changes of name and color has ever held a dif tribe of editors and their followers seems to have els rapidly received reinforcements from Manasflecrnit the Debilitated,
squarely contradicting the former. Mrs. V., it
pierre, to draw them out of their entrenchments, will not, cannot abandon any of their long-cher appears, receives $100 per annum from the fund ferent doctrine ; and favored the suppression of exhausted the President’s patience ; te gave the sas Junction after the attack was opened. The and that there is no disease of the Stomach and Bow
els,
the
Liver,
the Nervous System, the Skin, Glands
the State sovereignties and the setting up in
nto a open field, and then, by bringing up a Je- ished principles, to adopt a new platform, such for the support of widows of Presbyterian minis their stead a consolidated or great central gov orders to march, and a disastrous route has been battle consisted of a succession of fires from mask or Muscles,
ed batteries, which opened in every direction.—
Arising from Impurities or
ierve body of fresh troops, to turn upon the con- as may be dictated by Joshua R. Giddings, Hi ters, to which she is entitled, but is otherwise ernment, which under any name it could takp, the result.
Obstructions of the Blood
The North American has the following signifi When one was silenced, its place was supplied by
jderates and cut them to pieces. Hence, we ram Griswold or “any other man” in the Aboli aided and supported by her son. Such being would be nothing other than a despotism.
two and in the daring charges of our infantry in
Or Secretions,
the
case,
Mr.
Vallandigham
would
seem
entirely
cant
paragraph
:
Resolved,
That
never
in
the
history
of
our
ind they pursued the federal troops but a short tion ranks. That may as well be understood at
unmasking item, the Second Ohio and the Sec in which they do not give prompt relief, and, (if ad
vindicated from the aspersions of our former government have the enemies of democracy and
Wasuixgtok, July 17.
ond New York Militia were marched by flank ministered before the very citadel of life has been
IVance, when they had it in their power, if they once.
correspondent,”
of our free institution been so bold and insolent in
Tt is well understood here that the final order
invaded,) effect of a painless and perfect cure.
tvew tbe true state of the case, to have driven
their attempt to subvert the Constitution and for the march of the Federal army towards Rich through the woods by a new-made road within a
Bear in mind that the fcCANDIVADIAN VEGE
mile
of
the
maiu
road,
when
they
came
on
a
John C. Fremont.
TABLE BLCOD PILLS are endorsed by the expe
overthrow the State Sovereignties, as is now mond, did not meet with the cordial approval of
GEN. MoCLELLAN.
hem into the Potomac, at the point of the bayo
battery
of
eight
guns,
with
four
regiments
flanked
rience of thousands of living witnesses, who iu let
Gen. Fremont has been ordered to take manifest under the Administration of Mr. Lin General Scott, who entertained tbe opinion and
let! And not only that, but they might have
in the rear. Our men were immediately ordered ters, affidavits, medical works, and by word of
It is authoratively announced that Gen. Mc charge of the “Department of the West” which coln.
belief
that
tbe
troops
were
not
in
the
thorough
•aptured the batteries at Arlington Heights, and
proclaim them to be the very best prepara
Resolved, That we solemnly protest against condition necessary for the emergency that might to lie down on either eide. of the road, in order month,
Clellan has been ordered from Western Virginia includes Missouri and other disaffected districts.
to allow two pieces of artillery to pass thro> gh, tion of the kind ever offered to the broken down vic
urned the guns upon the City of Washington 1
to Washington, to take charge of the Army of He passed through this state last week on his the dangerous and erroneous doctrines set forth arise. In ano.her ween, or fortnight at least, all attack the woik, when this battery opened upon tims of ill-hjath. They hunt disease through every
in his last message, that the individual States
t is truly a matter of rejoicing that the defeat
avenue and organ of the system, and expel it thor
the Potomac. lie arrived at Pittsburgh on way to the West. He reviewed the troops at are but creatures of the General Government, would have been ready, but the orders from tbe us, and killed on the third round Lieutenant oughly
and permanently.
President were imperative, aud were therefore Dempsey, of Company G, New-Yoik Second,
ras no worse.
Thursday evening last, on bis way to the Capital, Camp Chase, in company with Gov. Dennison enjoying and posessing no s vereignty but such obeyed.
No one can doubt their superiority after one sin
It is quite evident that this advance towards
and
Wm.
Maxwell
a
drummer,
and
seriously
gle
trial
—they aro not only bettor, but in fact chea
and met with a most welcome and enthusiastio on Thursday. When at Morrow he was called as is granted them by the Constitution of the
wounding several others. Our troops were kept per than any other Pills, for it takes a less number
llanassas was a premature movement, made
United
States.
That
this
doctrine
is
directly
in
reception from the warm-hearted and patriotic upon for a speech, and he accordingly stepped
Gsn. Patterson at Harper’3 Ferry.
for fifteen or twenty minutes under a galling fire, of them to produce a better effect.
liibout a true knowledge of the superior strength
i he face of the whole history of the formation of
Price of the Scandinavian Vegetable Blood Purifi
Baltim >ks, July 25.
people of the Iron City.
they not being sble to exchange shots with the
upon the platform, bowed and told the people our government and worthy of the very worst
ind tremendous fortifications of the confederates.
A private letter from Gen. Patterson, dated enemy, although within a stone's throw of their er, $1 per bottle, or $5 per half dozen. Of the
Gen. McClellan is the very man to give confi they would all be needed in the West, and he school of Tory Federalists, who never at heart
Scandinavian
Vegetable Blood Pills, 25 cents per
Jut General Greeley who heads the Republican
Harper’s Ferry, 22d inst., says: Gen. Johnston
dence to the army at Washington. Confidence is hoped to see them there. He then returned to had any confidence in republican forms of gov retreated to Winchester, where he had thrown up batteries. They succeeded iu retiring in regular box, or 5 boxes for $1.
order
and
with
their
battery.
Lome Guards, gave the word of command;
the main element to insure success aud victory. the cars. If this report of his speech, w hich we eminent, or in the capacity of the people to gov extensive entrenchments and had a large number
The most gallant charge of the day was made
A NEW ARTICLE.
‘Forward to Richmond 1 Forward to Richmond!”
Gen. Scott is unquestionably the greatest Gener- fiud in the Cincinnati Press, be true, there will ern themselves.
of heavy guns. I could have turned his position by the New York Sixty-ninth, Seveniy-nitith and
Dr. Roback’st Stomach Bitter*.
Resolved,
That
we
will
oppose
to
the
utmost
rod threated the President with decapitation and
A
new
nml
delightful
Stomachic and Cordial, for
and
attacked
him
in
ti
e
rear,
but
he
had
received
Thirteenth, who rushed upon one of the batteries,
al ofthe age, but he is too old and infirm to take be plenty of fighting in Missouri, as well as in of our power, ail attempts of the present usur
.he Cabinet with desfruction,- if they refused to
large reinforcements from Mississippi. Alabama firing as they proceeded, with perfect eclat, and giving tono to the stomach, mid for the prevention
the fidd in person. He has the genius to plan a Virginia, ere long.
ping administration to break down the state sov and Georgia—a total force of over 35.000 Con
of bilious complaints incident to tbe Western coun
)bey his’orders! This outside pressure of politiereignty and the constitutional rights of the federate troops and 5.000 Virginia militia. My attacking it with tbe bayonet’s point. The yell try. Try it.
campaign, and with.a bold and courageous offi*
of
triumph
eeeroed
to
carry
all
before
it.
They
liana, who appeared to think that to whip the
As a morning drink, to a?sist digestion and re
States and the citizens thereof, and especially force w«i less than 20,000—nineteen regiments
Expenses of the Army.
cer like McClellan to execute it, there is no1
that barefaced attempt now being made to break — whose term of service was up, or would be with found that the enemy had abandoned the battery lieve Dyspepsia, it has no equal. Try it.
juth would be a mere morning's frolic, to give
The
Republican
papers
are
praising
Gov
and
only
taken
one
gun,
but
this
success
was
ac

In flavor it is superior to all other Bitters. Try it.
much danger of another disaster such as was
down those great safeguards of freedom, the
he soldiers an appetite for their breakfast, pro
The formula of these Bitters, now (186i) the sole
Deunison because he has made arrangements at Habeas Corpus and the freedom of speech aud in a week—all refusing to stay one hour over quired only after a severe loss of life, in which
witnessed at Bull’s Run.
their time but four, viz: two Indiana regiments, the Sixtyninth most severely suffered, and it was property of Dr. Roback, originated with one of the
luced an impression upon the President, and inIt is now said that Gen Scott will not order Washington by which the National Government of the press.
the 24th and 11th Pennsylvania regiments. Five reported Lieutenant-Colonel Nugent was among oldest and most eminent Medical Practitioners of
Juced him to order the advance, in opposition to
Resolved,
That
we
most
sincerely
desire
the
the Wet-t. and it is directly predicated upon the
another advance against the enemy for three will assume and pay the expenses incurred by preservation of this Union and the constitution, regiments have gone home, two more go to-day the first killed.
wants of Western people.
he express wishes of Gen. Scott and Secretary
The Zouaves also distinguiseed themselves bv
months, or in other words until he is thoroughly the State of Ohio for war purposes. We think on which, for the present it rests ; but that we re and three more to-morrow. To avoid being cut
These Ritters derive their stimulus from the pow
Cameron. We all now see the result. We
off
with
the
remainder,
I
fell
back
and
occupied
their spirited assaults on the batteries at the erful tonic nature of the roots and herbs of which
ready. He says that the late movement towards it i3 a matter of no consequence whether the gard war between the States as a roost clear this place.
point of the bayonet, but it is feared that their they are composed, and as they are. by allaying un
,hink that if the orders of Gen. Scott instead of
Manassas was made without his consent, and in State of Ohio or Uncle Sam pays this indebted violation of every principle of the constitution,
natural cravings of the stomach, directly promotivo
It is reported that Beauregard has gone in the loss is immense.
:hose of Gen. Greeley had been obeyed, the morand of necessity, disunion. That this civil war direction
ness.
It
will
all
havo
to
come
out
of
the
pockets
of
of
Harper
’
s
Ferry.
opposition to his earnest protests. Mr. Came
Up
to
the
hour
of3o'clo(k
P.
M.
it
was
gen

inaugurated by the present administration, with
lification of this defeat would not now have to be
Temperance,
erally undersiood that we bad hi mined in the
ron, the Secretary of War, it is declared, was also of the people at last.
out the least shadow of law, should at once cease,
the present proprietor believes that in making them
jndured.
Ohio's
Loss
at
Bull's
Run.
enemy
entirely,
and
that
they
were
gradually
re

widely known the public welfare is subserved.
that it may not uproot forever every element of
opposed to it. But Mr. Lincoln, it is said, gave
tiring ; that Col. Hunter had driven them back
Washington, July 26.
It will soon bo for sale by all of Dr. Roback’s num
“Words! Words! Words!”
genuine Union and render Stales permanently
the orders for the advance, to satisfy the pressure
in
the
rear,
that
Col.
Heinzelman
’
s
command
was
The
following
are
the
killed,
wounded
and
erous
Agents, and at Hotels, Ac. the cotlotry over.—
?HE WAR—THE LABORING CLASSES of outside demands ; aud Gen. Scott and Secre
The Republican has an Editorial of a column enemiss instead of friends.
missing of the Seeor-d Ohio Reg mei.t: Killed meeting with every success, and that it rtquired In the meantime, orders will be filled direct from
-THE POOR
Resolved,
That
when
this
is
done
every
effort
and half in length, (it is a marvel it was'nt three
Cincinnati in any quantity, and at the lowest rates.
tary Cameron were forced to give their acquiesshould then be made to restore this Union to its —Surgeon Alfred Powell, Lieutenants J. W. but the reserve of General Tyler's command to It is put tip in Quart Bottles, and securely packed
Elsewhere in this issue of the Banner, we pub- ence,but at the same time were fearful as to the or four columns!) purporting to be a reply to former glory aud usefulness, by the patriotic por Dempsey and Samuel Irwin ; Sergeant A. Do- push on to Manassas Junction. A Mississippi in one doz. ctses. Half doz. sample cases will, how
our article on the suspension of the writ of hale, tion of our people, the main body of whom has nette ; Privates Stroud. Thomas J. Lanagan, soldier was taken prisoner by Ua.-brouck. of ever, be packod aud sent to any address, if desired.
ish an article from the New York Express, giv- result.
Wise msin Second Regiment. He turned Retail Price, 81 per bottle, or six for So.
corpus. We have glanced over the article ever been found aud ever will be in the Demo Patrick Bush. John Cregan, John McFarland, the
as
ng a picture of the suffering that exists in that
P. S Gen. McClellan has arrived at Washing
II. Carrier, Wm. Maxwell, Michael McCarty , out »o be Brigadiei-Qnartermastcr Pryor, cousin
cratic
party.
city, brought about by the present Civil War.— ton. He was received with the greatest enthusi- hastily but see nothing in it but a long string of
Principal office and salesroom, No. 0 East Fourfc
That the ruinous efforts of this war Wra. Baird, Andrew Morrow, Robert Taipe, Pat to Roger A. Pryor. He was captured, with his Street,
words. We are still dispersed to think that such areResolved,
3d building from Maiu Street, Cincinnati,
'his is but a foretaste of what we shall havo here
already visible every where in its utter des rick McCormick, James Murphy. Wounded — horse, as be by accident rode into our lines. He Ohio.
Lalmratory, No. 32 Hammond Street.
discovert d himself by remarking to Hasbronck,
Joseph
Morrison,
slightly
;
Patrick
barker,
old
lawyers
as
Judge
Story
and
Judge
Taney
are
truction
of
our
business
prosperity,
and
must
in
after. We see it stated that in four wards in the
For sale in Knox County, by A. W. Lippitt, W. B.
we are getting badly cut to pieces-” “ What
James MaNamary, George Taylor, Color Ser
better
authority
on
matters
of
Constitutional
law,
the
end
be
intolerable
from
the
unsupportable
Russel, Mt. Vernon.
KILLING THEM OFF.
City of Philadelphia there are five thousand per
geant John H. Morris, Sergeant J. D. Wilson, regiment do yr u belong to ?” asked Hasbrouck.
burden it must impose in the shape of taxes.
D. A ,D. S. Fry, Centreburg..
than Judge Ramsey.
ms, men, women, and children, who are suffer,
Corporal W. A. Facker, slightly : Pr.vatts J. Mc- “The Nineteenth Mississippi.” was tbe answer,
S. W. Sapp, Danville. ■
The New York Tribune, Cincinnati Commer
On motion the meeting adjourned to me-et at Tiernan, badly; P. Mollen, A. Fitzpat ick, John “ Then you are my prisoner,” said Hasbrouck.
Montague, A ILisack. Frodoriektown.
ing for want of the necessaries of life. They do cial, and other leading Republican papers, have
Mr.
Dudgeon's
in
Harrison
Tp.
on
the
2d
Satur

Reorganization of the Army.
From the statements of tbe prisoners, it ap
Bush, Adolpbi Israel G. Ferguson, slithtiy. Ta
It. McCloud, Millwood.
aot wish to beg or steal. They want work, but
M. N. Dayton, Martinsburg.
The President and Secretary of War are vig day in August. Three rousing cheers were then ken prisoners—Assistant Surgeon S. Ferguson. pears that our artillery has created great havoc
for some time been engaged in the delightfu
none is to be had.
Bishop A Mishey, North Liberty.
Hospital Teamster Howard, Surgeon’s boy Jo among the rebels, of whom there are from 30,000
task of killing off various prominent Generals in orously at work reorganizing a powerful army.— given for the Union.
Hanna A Mercer, Bladensburg.
If thi3 terrible slate of effairs exists now in
seph D'Escrta. Sec >n 1 Lieut. Frank R. Molt, to 40,000 in the field under command of General
the Northern army. Gen. Pierce, Gen. Schenck 100,000 fresh men, with a number of batteries of
D. P. Wright, Barbers, & Dowds, Amity,
Beauregard.
While
they
have
a
reserve
of
75,*
,
Co.
I.
Missing-Second
Lieut.
Henry
Simpson,
mid-summer, before the war has fairly commenc
A. Gardner, Mt. Ho'.ly.
Gen. Patterson and Gen. Hill, have each in turn artillery have been accepted. A number of regi Another Shot from a Liberty Democrat. Co. B ; Sergeant Major Wm. J. Thomas Go. B, 000 at the Junction.
i
R. M. Fisher, Palmyra.
ed, it is fearful to contemplate the destitution
He describes an officer most Prominent in the
Mr. Liberty, Jttly 22, 1861.
been literally flayed alive by tbe “heroes of the ments have arrived at Washington, and every
and one hundred and forty others.
Daniel Veatch, Mt. Liberty.
and misery that will and undoubtedly be witness
fight
distinguished
from
the
rest
by
his
white
John Denny, Heller, and • by druggistr and me
quill,” who control the papers alluded to. A day will bring inSwense reinforcements to the For the Panner.]
ed during the coming winter, when, i» addition
Ma. Editor—Squid No. 2 has been fired upon The Scene in Congress—Mr. Crittenden. horse as Jeff. Davis. He confirms the previous chants generally throughout the U. 4. Jan 23.
. ,
, ,.
, i stranger might suppose, in reading these mui- National Capitol. The response from evi ry quar
reports
of
a
regiment
of
negro
troops
in
the
rebel
The sceue presented by the Senate and H u.e
to food, warm clothing and fuel will be required t ,
, .
,
,, ,
*1118. JOB EVANS
,
...
! aerous newspapers, that neariy an the officers in ter has been most gratifying and truly patriotic. the Demacracy of this place by “Unionist,” but of Representatives is indescribable. The g’iooro forces, but says it is difficult to get them in prop JOHN E. KVANS.
to keep the poor trom freezing.
JOHN E. EVANS
CO.,
I
am
glad
to
report
“
No
body
hurt
”
on
our
side
;
hung like a pall over both bouses, and no one er discipline in battle array.
the U. S. Army are a set of imbeciles and cow* The next advance South of the Potomac will be
Hundreds and thousauJs of healthy, able-bod
MAIN ST., MT. VERNON, OHIO,
Tbe position of the enemy extended in three
last report from the other has it that Unionist is seemed to have the heart to transact the public
ards. It is now alledged that the course pursu- made by a.column of at least 200,000 men 1
Have now on hand a large stock of the
ied, industrious mechanics and laboring men
likely to “bu3t” because of bis mighty effort, and business. No one seemed to feel this more in lines in the form of a triangle, the apex fronting IMPROVED STEWART STOVES,
ed by these “irrepressible” Republican papers,
the center of our column. Tbe area seems to
tensely
than
Mr.
Crittenden
of
Kentucky.
When
who are thrown out of employment, in conse
An GlHcer Diunk
supposed success, in slaying secessionists here he rose on Mouday morning he asked, " Well have been filled up with masked batteries. At 7
has been the chief cause of the recent defeat
quence of the utter prostration of business, pro
Col. Dixon H. Miles, who was assigned the abouts ! Well, it is on accord that many Phil- what further news ?” He had gcaie to bed under o'clock ibis evening guns were still heard firing
near Manassas 1
duced by the war, have been compelled, from
command of one division of the reserve, on Sun tstians were slain by the jaw bone of an Ass, and the delusion that the federal army had triumphed. at short intervals.
-------------- -------------------- sheer necessity, to enlist as soldiers, in the armyi
day,, has been arrested, and will be courtmartial' it may yet be recorded that many secessionists “ We are routed—utterly routed,” was the reply
Was it Prophetic?
The Fight Described by a Virginian.
to his question. The old man started back in as
eaA fight for a living. A class of cheap patriots’
ed
for
having
been
actually
drunk
upon
the
bat

have
been
slain
by
the
pen
of
one.
We
hear
On the 5th of April, 1850, in the Senate of the
tonishment, and when the facts were brought be
Philadelphia, July 25.
whose voices were loud for war, but who were
United States, General James Shields then a tle-field. He did not know what he was about, that an extra package of Republicans has arrived, fore him he went back, sat down, and putting his
The Evening Bulletin has an interesting state
two cowardly to “face the music” of artillery,
and
did
not
follow
his
orders.
He
had
been
so

containing
the
dangerous
missile,
and
freely
dis

head down upon his hands, burst into tears. I ment, received from the lips of a wealthy Virgin
Senator from Illinois, said ;—There are only two
promised that the families of these poor volun
principles employed in the government of the po ber and attended to his duty, be might have pre tributed among the natives, besides being read saw him that night, and thera is no longer room ian residing a few miles from Manassas junction.
teers should he provided for ; but their promises
and intrepreted to many by another member of for doubt on which side Mr. Crittenden’s feelings He witnessed the battle Sunday and describes
litical world — force and compromise. Some na vented the retreat.
are enlisted.
the conduct of the Federal troops as daring and
were never fulfilled, and the consequence is that
‘Unionist" household, that all. both great and
lions are governed by both principles, others by
brave in every respect. He states that the rebel
Who gave the Order to Retreat.
the most terrible suffering is now witnessed in
The
Mercury
on
Southern
Cowardice.
small, shall hear understand. That posterity can
force alone; but this is the only government
loss is between 3,000 aod 4,000. The black
The
Washington
Star
says
:
We
are
assured
New York, Philadelphia, and other Cities.
The Charleston Mercury of the 11th has an
that has always been governed by compromise by officers of standing who know the facts in tbe have the benefit of it, I propose that “Unionist” article on “Tbe flight of Southern Cavalry near horse cavalry, the crack regiment ot Virginia, was
The Abolition philosopher of the 7’n'6«n« Hor since the foundation of the Government, and it
make another picture frame lottery, rates as Newport News.” After giving an account of most terribly cut up. Only 200 out of the regi
ace Greeley, who has done more than any man must continue to be so governed so long as il case, that the order to retreat was not given by usual, one dollar for a ticket, and the chance for the skirmish in which Colonel Dreux was killed, ment was saved. Our informant says it was a fiUIE be6t now tn use, which we will warrant to
most fortunate thing that we did not drive the
give entire satire satisfaction. Also, a com
living to bring this frightful calamity vpon the continues to be a Republic. Sir, when compro Col. Miles, U. S. A., as alleged, nor could it be a twenty cent framn, the lucky ones can there the Mercury says : “The people of tbe South are rebels beyond Manassas, for within two miles of
plete assortment of
given
by
him,
as
he
had
command
of
a
reserve
country, advises the starving people of New York mise ^nds, force begins, and when force begins
encase the delectable article, and bang it away mortified, disgusted and indignant at the cowar the rear of the Junction the ground for many
dice exhibited on several occasions by the troops acres is mined in the mod artistic manner and
to go West, and seek for a living 1 It is web war begins; and the tocsin of civil war is the force, and knew nothing of the order to retreat for the use of their children’s children.
mustered into the service of the Confederate tons of gunpowder placed there. Our informant OT every variety of pattern, among which will bo
until he saw regiment after regiment stampede
enough for Greeley, to understand that the West death knell of Republicanism.”
Fearing that every one will not see this great States. And it is high time to make examples of thinks that tbe government is not aware of the found
the
past
hia
position.
will have enough to do to take care of her own
article, I will take the liberty to quote a sentence those who disgrace the great cause they have un extent of the rebel preparations to destroy our
FORTUNE STOVE,
poor, without being burthened and taxed to sup
The Killed and Wounded.
or two from it, that they may form some idea dertaken to champion.’’ What will the Mercury troops. Upwards of 12,500 negroes were em The best Elevated Oven Cooking Stove now In nse,
The Distances.
think of the flight of tbe Virginians and Geor ployed to work on the entrenchments at Manas arid warranted in every particular. Also, a variety
port the poor and destitute of New YorkAfter reading the conflicting and contradic.
From Washington City to Alexandria 8 miles; of the balance. After complaining that we gians who skulked from tbe sharp shooters and sas and about the same number were employed of other patterns.
Here in the West the times are hard, very tory statements sent by telegraph in relation to from Alexandria to Fairfax Court House, 16 ; charge the clique with wishing to abolish slavery fled from the bayonets of tbe Indiana and Ohio to work on those at Richmond. Gen. Lee was
We have also a good variety of Low Oven Stoves,
hard inded, and appear to be getting worse eve the number of killed and wounded at the great from Fairfax to Centreville, 7 ; from Centreville every where, be enquires: “Is this through ig boys, at Rich Mountain and Carrick's Ford ? not at Manassas during the battle and is now at among which will be found the
ROYAL OAK STOVE!
What will it have to say of General Garnett’s Richmond commanding an active force estimated
ry day. Our mechanics and laboring men can batttle at "Bull's Run, it is impossible to form to Manassas Junction, 20; from Washington to norance or is it malice : the latter seems proba
not find employment, much less can employment any opinion on the subject. One day the uum Manassas Junction, 41 miles. Richmond is ble, since the writer of the“Banger" article is men, who would not stand by biro to resist the at 10,000. Richmond is surrounded with mines The best now in use. Also the improvod Self-T.egolator. Improved Parlor Cook, Plate and Cylinder
be found for the idle poor of the East. Let New ber was set down at from 4,000 to 5,000 ; the nearly dae South, but a little Eastwardly of Man highly educated in military affairs and some oth passage of a ford by the Northern troops, but, like those at Manassas. If the rebels find that Stoves for stores and shops, plain and fancy Grater,
with the exception of one Georgia boy, ran away, the Union men are going to take it, the city will Sad Irons, Britannia, Tin, Copper and Japannod
York and Pennsylvania do as Ohio has done, pass next day it fell to 1,000 ; and finally to only 200 assas, and about eighty miles distant by an air er particular evolutions.” To have a military leaving him to be shot down ?
be blown up. Had the Federal forces got beyond Ware; Pumps, Lead Pipe, Washboards, Tubs, Wood
a law, and levy a direct tax upon the people, to to 300 ! In very paper, that give this last report line.
Manassas last Sunday, Beauregard admits that en Buckets, Churns, Stoves, Corn'Baskets, Brooms,
knowledge makes men malicious, according to
The Reign of Terror.
support the families of those who have enlisted was published a dispatch stating the loss of Fire
the rebel cause would have been lost forever.—■ and all kinds of Housefurnishing Goods too numer
Unionist. If I may judge from the complainings
The New York Tribune's Washington tele An impression prevails at tbe South that the ous to mention.
German Emigrants.
as soldiers. That wculd be a thousand times Zouaves alone was estimated at 600 ! The truth
of a certain Republican, of the lies that has been
graphic
correspondent of July 3rd, in speaking North has no money and cannot get any. Tbe
JOBBING.
Within
the
last
week
there
have
about
1000
more honest and honorable than to allow those is, no correct estimate can be made tt present as
told upon him by a ceitain other Republican of a report that Hon, Benjamin Wood, Member rebels are under the delusion that the heavy sums
We are stilt doing all kinds of Jobbing in Tin,
families to starve, or insultingly tell them to “go to loss on either side, but it was undoubtedly ve. German emigrants passed through Toledo, by claiming to be a “Unionist” I would not be sur of Congress from New York City, proposed ad owed the North by the South will be the means of Copper and Sheet-Iron, on short notice and at low
railroad, all bound Westward Hoi
Mr. S. W. KERSHNER has the’sole charge
West and hunt employment.”
ry large.
prised to hear of the latter performing some par vocating a peaceful solution of our National making us bankrupt, and that in less than a year rates.
the North will cave in. There are two regiments of the Jobbing Department.
troubles, has his threat—
As long as this war lasts, gaunt hunger, dis.
ticular
evolutions
and
catching
particular
fits
be

At Memphis, the loss of the rebejs is estimated
We have for sale the right of Hall’s Patent
Col. Corcoran.
If he dares to open his mouth in Congress for of well drilled nogroes at Richmond. Our infor
ease, death and desolation will follow in its track; at 3,000. The Lynchburg regiments were liter
LIGHTNING RODS,
Col. Corcoran of the gallant New York 69th, sides, if a repetition of the lies takes place- In Compromise, the steps of the chamber will be mant heard no news of ar.y slave insurrections.
but every person, whether they consider the war ally cut to pieces. Beauregard’s horse was shot
Tbe bitterness of feeling at the South against the which we put up on short notice.
was not killed at tbe Bull’s Run Battle, as repor that case sad experience would prove that “par crimsoned with blood.
Remember the place, at the Old Stand of Job
right or wrong, should assist, so far as they are from under him. A report from the rebel camp ted. He was badly wounded, however; taken ticular evolutions” was produced by malice.
Hurrah for Free Speech, Freemen and Fre North is described as being most terrible.
Evans, two doors' South of the Cataract House.
able, to alleviate the sufferings of those upon says that in one train there were forty wagons fil prisoner by the rebels, and is now at Manasses. That being settled, let us quote a sentence that mont.— Guernsey Jeffersonian.
April 2.1801:tf?
JOHN E. EVANS A CO.
Later from Fortress Monroe.
whom the calamity falls the heaviest.
led with their dead.
is both sublime and lofty. Here it is : “Now we
A Locomotive Feat.
Fortkess Moxboe, July 25.—Lieutenant Cros
Young Man, Read Tills!
--- -------------------------------No Cause for Rejoicing.
would ask those Union Democrats, the real old
ISE Councils for the Young can be had in the
A few days since, engine 107, a Rogers coal by yesterday took charge of an expedition to
The telegraph announces that portion of the hickory striped and starry all over Democrats, burner, on tbe Illinois Central R R., brought in Back River, consisting of 200 men and-7 field
“Invalid's Medical Confidant,” published by
The Rebels at Fairfax.
Where is Gen. Wool.?
the undersigned for tho benefit of persons who suffer
The rebel .forees have advanced to Fairfax C.
Although a good and true Union man, and an President's message, asking Congress for an ap why it is that they can’t come out and talk their to Chicago 38 loaded cars— 53 loaded with wheat pieces, upon the propeller Fanny with six lunch from Nervous
Debility, Premature Decay, etc., sup
H. and are now planting strong batteries there. experienced officer, we see no mention of any propriation of four hundred millions of dollars, sentiments.” That sentence might be termed a and coro, averaging 10 tons, and 5 cars of lead, es belonging to ships of war in harbor and to na plying the means of cure. Imprudent Maturity and
when read in the House, “ was received with tu
averaging 3 tons and 300 lbs, each. Estimating val brigades. Back River is properly an arm of Youthful Indiscretions are summarily dispelled.—
Thus, the Federals have lost nearly all they gain place in the army being assigned to GeD. Wool. multuous applause ou the Republican side and in flight of the imagination, and another such spell the freight ears to weigh 50 tons, and tbe load
Thousands have hailed this little work with delight,
ed in two months skirmishing. It ia 8a'1(] jjy Where is he? or rather why is he kept housed the galleries J” Indeed the peop'e who have to he will think himself in the planetary world, with 581, we have a weight of 631 tons ; and with this the sea, about midway between Old Point and aud date their restoration to usefulness in society
York River. The expedition was entirely suc
Southerners who have arrived in the North, that up by the “powers that be ?” Sueh heroes as foot the bills sea no cause for rejoicing in this :— oae foot upon Hershel, holding the meoa’s horns load the engine made up-tea minutes last time in cessful. Lieut, Crosby burned nine sloops and from the first perusal of its interesting pages. Send
your address fo'r one copy, with a three cent stamp
a distance of twenty miles.
back of Manassas powder magizines have been 8chenck and Pierce are pushed forward to lead Wayne County Democrat.
schooners belonging to the rebels and brought I for return postage to Dr. John R. Ocdbx A Co.
in the left band, aud with the right grasp the tail
off one valuable prize, a schooer ladened with ba.
constructed by the rebels, by means of which our army into battle apd destruction, while men
may 2l-3m
Nos. 01 and 66 John st. New York
The Secretary,, Chase, recemtnends a de of the comet, and with a “particular evolution”
We are frequently asked when we think con, coin and furniture. The last article be
they hope to be able to blow up the entire of real military distinction like Gen. Wool, are duction of forty per cent, on salaries and wages dash it down upon the head of Henry A. Wise,
Country Merchants
f
this war will be brought to an end Our an- longing to parties about to take refuge up the
1AN fit up their stock ofBoots and Shoes, or any
Northern army, in case Manassas should be ta- not even assigned a place in the service. It is paid by the National Government. Thissngges. to avenge tbe death of another “ Unionist,” j swer is, not as long as Government can borrow j Rappahanock River. Professor Lamomountain
1 thing in our line, at Cleveland wholesale pri
ken’ and. a forward movement le attempted td- said that petty jealousy is at the bottom of this tion will meet the favor ol the people, and ought
i will, thia evening, make an at cent from Hampton
ces,
[may 14]
MORTON <3b SAPP,
the martyred John Brown. So mote it be. If money, and vultures obtain fat contracts and pla- : to reconnoitre the position of rebels in the viciniW!>fds Richmond.
• •» business.
-vAB «« etsilY
I
to be made a permanent enactment.
Unionist has a desire to hear us "ItilJt' oor sen-' ees.
tet. Justice’s Blanks for sale at the Banner Office.

(nimnlOanucf

WANT A UNION WITH DEMOCRATS.

BARBARITY.

Democratic Meeting in Old Monroe.

A large and respectable meeting of the Democ
racy of Monroe and adjoining Townships, was
held in the Grove near Beck’s School House, on
Saturday, July 20th, 1801.
The meeting was called to order and M. N.
Scott, Esq. was called to the chair. Abel Hart,
Adam Keyser, James Barry and John Marlow,
were chosen vice Presidents, and John M Andrews Secretary.
On motion a committee of five, consisting of
m. R. Hart, A; M. Shipley, Wm. Harstook,
James Marlow and----- Lybarger were appointed

N
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I

Cooking & Parlor Stoves!

W

C

Ytoivn
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(StouttUij.

OUNT VBRNON... ..

More Recruitins
Our yonng townsman, E. W. Muenscher, Esq.,
is now actively engaged in raising acompt.ny of j ~

.......... JULY 30, 1S61

..

Saliccs.

=

j

Volunteers for the war. Up to Saturday morning :

M. & Newark R. R. Time Table, the muster roll numbered over sixty members ;

Ta A.

Special

EXCLUSIVELY ON COMMISSION.

Cail Train Leaves........................................ 10.57 A. M
ixpress leaves........................................... 11.15 P. M.

Cent fa 1 'Oliio Railroad,

Admitted to the Dar.

NEWARK TfME TAST.R. ••

Isaac E. Kingsley, Esq., of New Philadelphia,
after passing a rigid examination before a com
mittee of the bar, consisting of Messrs. Smith,
Cleveland and Toledo Railroad. Cooper, Bane, Dunbar( and Vance, and having
‘ ’iJtJXROBVILLS -TIMS TABLE,
loing West?
Going East. the usual oath administered to him by Judge
6.2S A. M................................... 4......... 7.31 a. M.
Gholson, was admitted, on Tuesday last, to prac
1.35 P. M............ ,................................. 12.34 P. 51.
8.84 P. M.................... ................ .'........... 6.43 p M. ' tice as au Attorney and Counsellor at Law.
Passengers going north on the S., M. A N. R.
Death of the Hon. J. W. Jcwitt.
A. can take the cars o.f the C. 3 T. R. R. for any
joint they desire to reach, either east or west of
The Hon. J. W. Jewilt, late congressman
IMonroeville
from Kentucky, departed this life at Shelbyville,
,C.& C. R. R—Shelby Time Table Ky. on Saturday last, in the forty-ninth year of
GOING SOUTH.
his age. He was a brother of Hon. H. J. Jew.
Cincinnati Express,............................. 10.10 A. If.
itt of Zanesville, President of the Central Ohio
Night Express,,.................................... 10.21 P. M.

Going Fos*—4.50 A. M., 12.50 P. M., 3 22 P. M.
Going Hr*»f—10.7 A. M., 10.17 P. M., 7.20 P. M.

GOING NORTn.

Night Express,.............. ,........ .
7.20 A. M.
Cincinnati Express,i......................... 0-00 F- 51.

Democratic 'County Convention.
The Democratic voters of tlio various Townships
;n Knox County aro requested to meet at the usual
ilaces of holding meetings, in said townshis, on Fri- j
day, August 2d, 1861, between the hours of 2 and 7 ,
o’clock, P. M., and then arid there appoint.three'del- j
Bgatcs to represent said townships, in a County Con- ;
vention, to bo held in Mt. VervoD, on Saturday, 1
lugust 3d, nt 101 o’clock, A, M., for the purpose of
choosing Delegates to the Democratic Stats Con-;
vention, to be holden at Columbus, on Wednesday, I

Railroad, and Thos. L. Jewitt, President of tho
Stc-ubonville and Pittsburg Railroad.

Fire—Stable and Two Horses Burned.
On Sunday, abcut 11 o’clock, the stable of Mr.
.
,
Jesse-Cull ison, in the eastern part of the Gity,
was discovered to be fire, and the wind being
high, in a moment of time the bulling was in a
sheet of flame. Two valuable horses were in the
stable, and it being found impossible to remove
them they were burned to death. Mr. Cullison’*

loss is about $400—no insurance.

Capt. Hanning.

very teverely-—one hand almost to a crisp. The tor
ture was unbearable. It was an awful sight. * *
» « * The Mustang Linament appeared to ex
tract the pain almost immediately. It healed rap
idly and left no scat* of account. Charles Foster,
420 Broad Street Philadelphia.” It is truly a won
derful article. It will cure any case of Swelling,
Burns, Stiff Joints, Eruptions or Rheumatism. For
Horses it should never be dispensed with. One Dol
lar’s worth of Mustang has frequently saved a val
uable horse. It cures Galls, Sprains, Ringbone,
Spavin and Founders. Beware of imitation and
counterfeits. A countofeit was put in circulation
from St. Louis and duly suppressed. All genuino
will hereafter bear the signature of G. W. Westbrook
Chemist, and D. S. Barnes, Proprietor, with the
words “ Trade” “ Mark,” in two Medallions of the
Federal Currency. Three Siacs. Sold throughout
the habitable Globe.
D. S. BARNES,
July 13-4.W.
New Yor^.

Mss. C. P. Brister, Editress of Newark (O.)
Timet, writes in her paper of January 29, 1359, as
fellows:
We know that Dr. Hoback’s Scandinavian Reme
dies are all they claim to bo. The Dr. presented us
with a few bottles of his Scandinavian Blood Purifier
and boxes of his Blood Pills last summer which put
, new life into us. They invigorate, strengthen, and
: leave the sjstem in a better condition than stimulants
I usually do, and have no depressing effect. We feel
safe in recommending the Blood Purifier to all suf
fering from debility, be the cause what it may, the
Pills have this peculiarity- they are poic«c/»?/y ac
tive, ami at the same time leave the patient, stronger
and in an improved condition, different frem most
drastic remedies. Try them with the Blood Pusiflsr
and you willfesl like many who hav* been relieved,
and willing to add your testimony to their efficasy.
See advertisiaxaul.

August 7th to nominate a Domcratic State Ticket.
'
Capt. Banning arrived at home on Saturday,
The Democrats of Clinton township will meet at in consequence of illness. He went iramediatethe Lybrand House.
- ly to his father’s residence, North of the city.
By order of the Central Committee.
L. HARPER, Chairman.
Obli nations of the Officers and Private*

Jf'S" following is an extract from a letter written
by the Rev. J. S. Holmes, pastor of the Vierrepoint
Street Baptist Church, Brooklyn, N. Y., to the “Jour
nal and Messenger,” Cincinnatti, O., and speaks vol
umes in favor of that world-renowned medicine, Mrs
of the Jit. Vernon Zouaves.
Winslow’s Soothing Syrup for Children Teething : —
kiiux County District Court.
1st. I solemnly affirm, that I will ever keep in
“We see an advertisement in your eolumnsof Mrs.
view the honor and integrity of this orgauixation, Winslow’s Soothing Syrup. Now we no never said
HON. WM. Y. GLOLSON, PRESIDING.
a word in favor of a patent medicine before in our
JUDOBS FISCU A SAMPLE, ASSOCIATBS.
and, that all my actions shall be governed by a life, but we feel compelled to say to your readers
(hat this is no humbug—we have had it, and know
This Court coir menced its nnnual session in desire to preserve it sanspeur ej tans reprodie.
it to bo all it claims. It is probably ono of the most
2d.
I
solemnly
affirm,
that
I
will
never
be
this county, on Monday, the 22d inst.
successful medioinesof tho day, bocause it is one of
guilty of any act, word or look, teuding to the dis the best. .And those of your readers who bavo ba
The following cases have been disposed of:
bies cau’tdo hotter than to lay in a supply.”.
S. Israel, Administrator of Beam vs. Tress, respect of my superior officers ; but will render
A Sure Cure/or a Felon. — When tho soreness flrsAdministrator of Press. TriidhyJury. Verdict implicit obedience to all lawful commands, and
eommence«,or even when far advanced, it can be rer
for Plaintiff for $1110 49. Israel, \ Alice & use every means to preserve the harmony aDd per lieved anti entirely cured by holding the finger o
fect subordination and discipline of the company. purt afflicted in Perry Davis’ Psin K'tllor for half an
Cooper for plifF; W. II. Smith for deft.
3d. I solemnly affirm, that nothing but imper hour. It has been thoroughly tested, and proves a
Casper Nult and wife vs. T, rr, Executor of
never failing remedy A fellon is a troublesome
ative business, that cannot be transacted by proxy thing, and wo would advtsa all so troubled to tost
George Buchan.- To the Court. Not yet decided.
or sickness, so severe as to render it impossible to the remedy.
\V. H. Smith and Vance & Cot per for pltff ; ID leave the h.iuse, shall prevent my attendence at
Sold by medicine dealers generally, july 10 4t.
C. Ilurd, aid M. II. Mitcl.fcll for deft.
the regular drills and meetings of this company.
Wo take delight in referring our afflicted friends
4lh. I solemnly affirm, that, I will not enter
John Smith vs. Boynton & Davis. Tried by
to the drugstore of Jarnos Blanchard, whore that
Jury. Verdict for pltff, for.$130.30. Curtis & any drinking, billiard or gambling saloon, house most estimable medicine medicine. Dr. S. O. Rich
of illfame, or any room attached to any betel or
Scribner fur pitfF; Vance and McClelland for saloon, for drinking or gambling purposes, or any ardson’s SHERRY WINE BITTERS, can be pro
cured. We advise our friends to use it, because we
deft.
disreputable place whatever, at any hour of the know its value in curing Fever anil Ague, diseases
K. W. Hitchcock vs. II joker A Johnson. Tried day or night, under any pretext, except the dis common to the West, and all now countries—it should
be kept at hand in every family.
july 18-4t.
by Jury. Verdict for pltff. for $28-1,40. Sapp charge of imperative duty, while wearing the uni
form of this corps.
& Smith for pltff; Israel & Ilurd for deft.
Dr. S. A. Weaver’i Canker and S'llt Rheum Syrup.
5lh. I solemnly affirm, that, I will not, under
Alex. Ream vs. Boynton & Davis. Submitted any pretext, drink any alcoholic liquor, except as —Tho object of this Syrup is to throw all impurities
which arc in the blood out upon tho surface of the
to the Court. Judgment for pbff. for $723 37. ' a prescription from a medical mau, while wearing skin, which is the only- true way that tho blood can
Mitchell for pllff. Vance & Cooper and McClel- i
un'!°rra
Ibis corps.
1 ever be freed from them. When they are out upon
,
, r
i ;
filh. I solemnly affirm, that, I will nof sneak ill ' the skin, they can at once be removed by applying
land for de.r.
1 r
u
■
, ,
•
,i .
j of, or by work, look, writing or sign, reflect upon ; the Cerate, which will in all cases effect a permanent
I the character, manner or peculiarity of any officer . cure. There is no external application which will
Col. Lorin Andrews.
j or member or ibis organization j but if convinced - alt no permanently cure this class of diseases.
Col. Lorin Andrews arrived in this City on i that any one of them has done aught unbecoming I bold by Blanchard and by Lip] itt. july 16-4t.
Wednesday last, direct from the battle field, in ; a soldier and a gentleman, I will communicate it I
RELIEF IN TEN MINUTES.
the mountains of Virginia. He looks remarkably I (if I think it should he brought to notice) in ’
...
• I writing, tinder tile pledge of secrecy to tli<? Board I
well, and is in fine health and spirits, uu
i r , , tri...
BRYAN’S
IS icei
Ifgl
Icf r» f In,,
’
‘
6 Ii of A-rUri
Adtoititslralion.
inent was on its way to Grafton, on Tuesday, I
7^1, I solemnly affirm, that I have undertaken
when he left. It is believed that a portion of the ! these obligations after mature deliberation, and
»rmy in Western Virginia will be ordered to i w'1^ a (ud and just appreciation of tbe responsi- The Original Medicine Established in 1837, and
first article of tho kind over introduced under tho
bilites 1 am assuming by so doinc
and if I,
Washington immediately, to j tin the main body
natneof “Pulmonic Wafers,” in this or any oth
my manner
my
oalh,, ......
and after proper
. .
-...........violate
;---------j ----er country ; all other Pulmonic Wafers are coun
of the Aimyof the Potomac. Col Andrews wilj
anTj hearing am- judged guilty, I authorize
terfeits. Tbe genuino can be'known by the name
remain a few days at Gaintder uulil be receives • the forfeiture of all my uniforms and equipments
BRYAN being stamped on each WAFER.
Brya'ii’t Pulmonic Wafert
further orders.
• : . .
;j to the company, and the publications of my name,
and the fact that 1 have broken tbe most solemn
Relievo Cougha, Colds. Sore Throat. Hoarseness.
— P. S. Col. Andrews addressed a large crowd
Jlryan’t Pulmonic Wafer*
obligation known to man—au oath eooly and de
of citizens on Saturday, on ibe Street, immedi liberately taken. So help me, Almighty God,
Relieve Asthma, Bronchitis, Difficult Breathing.
/iryan'e Pulmonic Wafer*
ately under our office. ’He gate ahighly 11 tlter-J
Ralieve Spitting of Blood, Pains in tho Chest.
Tiesotved, That we, the members' of the Mt.
ing account of the good condui t, bravery and pa
Bryan’* Pulmonic Wafer*
Rolieve incipient Consumption, Lung Diseaaei.
triotism of the' Knox County Volunteers under V ernon Z maves, are in favor of the suppression
Bryan'* Pulmonic Wafert
his command. He said their friends have good of the present Rebellion, and in favor of sustain
Relieve Irritation of the Uvula and Tonsils.
Bryan’* Pulmonic Wafer*
reason to be proud of them. Col. Andrews sta ing the Government of tbe United Stales iu so
Relieve the above Complaints in ten Minutes.
ted that he had just received a dispatch order doing.
Bryan’* Pulmonic Wafer*
Resolved, That it is the duty of tbe Officers
ing him to join his regiment in Virginia immedi
Are a fllesRing to all Classes and Constitutions.
Bryan’t Pulmonic Wafer*
ately, and he was compelled to.leave sooner than and members of this corps, the Officers consisting
Aro adapted for Vocalists and Public Speakers.
he expected. The good wishes of the whole com of one Captain, one First and one Second Lieu
Bryan'* Pulmonic Wafer*
tenant, to take the oath of allegiance to the Gov
JL.ro in a simple form snd pleasant to the taste.
munity go with him.
Bryan’* Pulmonic Wafer*
ernment of the United States.
Not only relievo, but effect rapid and lasting Cures.
Goodale’s Wool Circular.
Bryan'* Pulmonic Wafer*
fiSf* A young woman in Boston, who was jeal
S. N. Goodale, of the Cleveland Wool Depot,
Are warranted to give satisfaction to every one.
under date of July, 1G, 18G1, says: “We take ohs of a female companion,' recently'gave her a
,
,
__ 1 No family should bo without a box of Brvaji’s Pulmuch pleasure in being able to record more ac preparation to remove freckles from ler net.
monic Wafers in tho house.
tivity in the wool trade, and an improvement in The unsuspecting girl used it, and to her horror No traveler should be without a supply of Brtan’s
Pulmonic Wafbrs in his pocket.
prices. This embraces ail descriptions wool, fine the next morning found herself as copper colored
No person will ever object to give for Bryan’s Pul
as well as course. We can, at this time, place as a Massachusetts nigger. The preparation
monic Wafbrs Twenty-live Cents.
JOB M0SE3, Solo Proprietor, Rochester, N. Y.
wool at very satisfactory prices, ranging from 24 was nitrate of silver.
Sold by S. W. LIPP1TT, Mount Vernon, and all
The Virginia Legislature, now in session good Druggists.
to 40 cents.
[Sept4-ly.
“ There are at this time, an unusual number of at Wheeling, has just, passed a series ofresoludealers in our market, showing conclusively that , lions, thanking Genl McClellan and the officers
Valuable Farm for Sale.
confidence is being restored, though few manti- ! and troops under him for liberating them from QfAZY ACRES of Valuable Land, all under fence,
200 cleared, and under good state of cultifacturers have as yet made their appearence.— the oppression of the Confederate States govern Ov7
vntion, and containing a good frame Dwolling bouse,
Their absence does not effect our sales, as our ment.
two tenant houses, two good barns, two good stables,
The Chicago University, which was the and two orchards of grafted fruit, situate in
gradas are sold from samples, and to those par
Morris Towuship, Knox Co. Ohio,
recipient of a munificent donation from Judge
ties who are familiar with them.
Douglas during his lifetime, now offers to edu 0 miles from Mt. Vernon, and 3J miles from Predeicktown. Said premises are well situated, and are
Gen. Kosccrautz.
cate the sons of the late Senator without expense, watered with seven good springs, and two large
Our readers will see that Gen. Rosecrantz has
as partial return fnr the generosity of its deceased streams of running water. Said land will ho sold all
in one lot, or divided into ono hundred acre lots to
’on putting the Ohio boys to their metal, and
palron.
suit purchasers, and «old on time.
did not get disjointed in them either. It may
jan 22-tf
DAVID BRADDOCK.
£«ay*A Worcester paper says that th3 farmers of
not be generally known that this gallaut officer
.Massachusetts have a promise of plentiful crops.
belongs, in some sense, to our county. His father
We are glad it is so—Cor last year that State con
was a Dutchman and owned a farm near Homer.
sumed about $50,000,000 worth of southern pro
The son was a boy of promise and our cittzens
duce, of which the blockade will deprive them
Pfl
AHD
united in getting him a place at West Point
riTT
TT*FI ggthia year.
where he was educated to the profession of arms
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
During tha trial of the Holbrook divorce
--- K¥B»ACIWO---entering the service at bis graduation. He was
case at Dedham Mass., one of tho lawyers pro
EVERY STYLE OF FURNITURE,
afterwards employed as a professor in that insti
posed to narrate a history of the case. “Don’t
tution and weut from his literary post to take the
want to hear it,” said .Judge Metcalt, I hav’nt rosewood, Mahogany and walnut,
SUITABLE FOR
field in behalf of his country. Some of our citi
heard anything else for two years.”
Parlors,
zens remember when the petition to get his ca
Chambers, and
A Republican editor say3 he is “down on
Dining Rooms,
detship was signed in our Conrt House by the
the idea of a fixed and unalterable line of policy
aquAL to ANt IN
bar and other leading persons, and they have
in any thing—take things as they come—no line
NEW YORK Oil PHILADELPHIA,
great satisfaction in knowing that their interest
AND AT
of any kind leads us,” We’ll bet a shilling that
LOWER FRICFS.
in his behalf is not without its return.—Newark
crino-line leads him where it listeth.
Every Article made by hand & Warranted.
American.
The Cleveland Leader says that Wash
----- —--------------------------------Fabinet-Maliers
ington is full of Republican office-seekers. ]t
The Wool Market.
Supplied with any quantity of FURNITURE and
Tbe wool market, says the Wellsburg Herald says such a rush for place was never seen before
CHAIRS, on reasonable barms.
HOTELS AND STEAMBOATS FURNISHED AT
of recent date, at least the fiue wool market, q not even at the Inauguration time.
THE SHORTEST NOTICE.
almost a total failure this season. There is some
Wareroomt, Ko*. 77 and 71) Third Street,
BOOT
AND
SHOE
mar.
17.
PITTSBURGH. FA.
little demand for coarse wool, such as ordinnrily

PULMONIC WAFERS!!

keep it over.

A Call.
We hed the pleasure of receiving a call last
week f.om our young and talented friend S.
Wolf, Esq., of New Philadelphia, who bas re
cently been admitted to the bar. Ife is a sound
Democrat and a fine public speaker, and we have
every reason to believe that be will make his
mark at the bar. W trust he will have a bril
liant and honorable eareer.

DR.

WEA V ER’S

OPPOSITE THE KENYON HOUSE.

MANUFACTORY!

WliOLEfiALE AND RETAIL DRUGGIST. «C3

T

oi new

Toilet Articles.

Oil*,

Sundries.

mare.

TEN THOUSAND!Mammoth Clothing Halil

VOLUNTEERS’

R

«\VF181i, XEW
GtWBS,\HV PRICES!
---- i----

WANTED IMMEDIATELY!!

j

;

Cloths^ Cussimercs and
Vestings

1“*

CLOTHING!

IS NEW AND BEA

BROWNING’S!

VJCOKTABr.K

New Firm.

MORTON & SAPP

afeOWsR vnicxs

PAIN KILLER,

Boot, Shoe, Hat and Cap Store.

R

Than any other establishment in tui*
section of country. Jly goods are a*
well, (if not better) mode than any in the
State, being all mana lectured under fay
own supervision, by the most experien
ced master workmen. I can therefore
*afely say that I

THE GREAT

FAMILY MEDICINE OF THE AGE

ESPECTFULLY inform the citizen* of Mount
Vernon and vicinity, that they are now prepar
ed to suit every one in their lino of business, nt pri AKEN internally, it cures sudden Colds, Coughs,
Ac., Weak Stomach General Debility, Nursing
ce* that cannot be sold under.
Soro Mouth, Canker, Liver Complaint; Dispepsis
<40 AND SEE
Their new stock of Boots, Shoes, and Gaiters, of all Indigestion, Cramp and Pain in the Stomach, Bowel
sizes and styles. In addition to our other stock, wo Complaint, Painter's Cholic, Cholera, Diarrhoea and
have a splendid assortment of Hat* and Caps of the Dysentery.
Applied externally, cure* Felons, Boils and Old
ln.t3st style ; Men’s and Boy’s Military Caps ; and
Sores, severe Burns and Scalds, Cuts, Bruises and
also, a good assortment of Hosiery and Gloves.
Sprains,
Swelling of tbo Joints, Ringworm and Tet
Shoe-makers will find it to bo their interest to buy
ter, Broken Breasts, Frosted Feet aud Chilbla,n»,
their Loather and Findings at
Toothache, Paiu in the Face, Nouralgia and Rheu
Morton & Sapp’s Boot and Shoe Store,
Corner of Main and Vine streets, Banning Building. matism.
It if a sure eure for Ague, Chill* and Fever.
Mt. Vernon, Ohio.
may 14
For Sore Throat, tbo Pain Killer used, mixed with
water, as a gargle, will cure, and it i* used with great
success in Diptheria. .
JOHN W. POWER,
'S'Sae Pain KHier
FTER an absence of many months, during taken interpally, should be adulterated with milk or
which time he lots been following his profession water, or riiado into syrup with molasses. For a
of Photographist and Ambrotypist in the principal
Cough, a few drops on sugar eaten will be more effec
galleries of Fine art in tbo South and Wost, ha* re tive than anything else.
turned to Mt. Vernon, and opened his
See Printed Direction*. ichicTt accompany each bottle.
The PAIN KILLER is by universal conseSt aiUNION GALLERY < F ART,
In the spacious rooms prepared especially for him, lowed to have won for itself a reputation unsurpassed
immediately o/er tho Banking house of Messrs.. Rus- in the history of medical preparations. Itsicstanta»ell. Sturges A Co., West siiie of Main street, Mt. noous effect in the entire eradication and extinction
Vernon, where he is prepared and furnished with the of PAIN, in all its various forms incidental to the
means of executing his art in a manner not to bo human family, and the unsolicited written and ver
bal testimony of tbe masses in its favor, have been
surpassed by any artist in tbe land.
and are its own best advertisment.
What stronger proofofthoso facta can be prodused
Painted in oil colors, hy the best Artist of the North !
West, Ambrotypes of all sizes, from minaturc to tbe | than the following letter, received umolieited, from
REV. W. JACOBS:
very largest size, taken in tbo shortest notice, at the I
Newark, N. J. Juno (5th, 1S80.
most reasonable prices. His large stock of Frames, 1
Messors.
Terry
Davis A Son—Gentlemen:—Allow
cases, and Locket* cannot be surpassed in Ohio.— ,
Ilis Light .till permit him to operate at all hours of! me, unsolicited, to send youa word of commendation
tbe day, and in nli kinds of weather, having been I f‘>r your Pain Killer. I have used it in my family
prepared under his immediate supervision. He feels these several years, and found it all it claims to be
confident that nothing is wanting to make it a per i For Rheumatism, Cough* Uoldg, Burns Cholera ten->
fect Gallery of Art. Mr. Power is prepared to fur i deucies and difficulties, as well as diseases generally
nish all country Artist* with all kinds ofStoek at EasU that prevail in families. I regard tbe Pain Killer a*
ern prices. 1 he entire community are cordially in beyond nil price, and u» efficacious beyond any medi
cine within my knowledge. We keep it as our chief
vited to call at tho Union Gallery of Art.
jJSST' Don’t forget to call at h’s Rooms over Ru»- family medicine, and find its ri’d in ordinary cases
worth more than any doctor. The testimony of oth
*cll, Sturges A Co.’* Bank, Mt. Vernon, Ohio.
ers among mv acquaintances and friends is equally
June 25th. 1881, tf.
favorable. Many clergymen have spoken of it in the
GOOD NEWfe'FGI THE PEOI’LB! highest terms as a family medicinee. Missionaries
in repeated instances ha/o said to me in person and
in their letters, that the Pain Killer was by far the
best medicine used in heathen lands, and they use it
Has Positively been Reinfoiced! for themselves and families, and administer it to oth
otwithstanding the united opposition of ers around them. Thus much I am inclined' to say
Fort Moultrie. We run them in not in tho as an act of justice to yourselves, and as a benefit to
night, nor with muffled oars, but in broad day light,
other*. You aro at liberty to uso this testimonial, it
by the car load.
of any service.
Rav. W. B. JACOBS,
We are not only selling Sugars extremely low, but
Late Editor Christian Chronicle.
all other goods as coiriparilively cheap. Thankful
to tbe Public for their liberal patronage, we solicit a
Bevt’are Of All Imitations!
continuance of tho same and hope to merit it in fu
The Pain Killer is sold by all respectable Druggists
ture by selling goods cheap and fair dealing at the
throughout tbe U. Stites and in Foreign Countries.
Old Corner.
feb. 26,’61.
G-M. FAY.
Price 25 cts., 50 cts., and $1, per bottle.
J. N. HARRIS A Co.,
SPLENDID lot of Hams and Dried Beef lust
A received at the Old Corner.
Proprietors forthe AYestefn arid Southern States,
Cincinnati, Ubio
Feb. 25,’51.
G. M. FAY.
Sold Wholesale aud Retail by James Blanchard,
BOUND TO BLA1Z!
S. W. Lippitt, Mt. Vernon; R. 8. French, Gambier;
WISH it distinctly understood wc have no con N. Dayton, Martinsburg; Montague A Hosac, Fred
nection with any other house in tbe city, having ericktown ; W. T. McMahon, Millwood; S. AV. Sapp,
May II-6111
purchased of Mr. J. Georgs the stock and paid himDanville.
for it.-he hold* no interest in the Old Corner, not
Sfuing and Summer Remedy.
even as a creditor. We have his documents to prove
the same.
fob. 26,’61.
G. M. FAY.
Good for the Stomach.

T

WITH YOU ONCE MORE!

The^ hart Just R»c«lr*d •

I,argo aud Splendid Stock ol

N

I

GREAT CURE!
1)11. LELAND’S

Anti Rheumatic Band,

IS THE ONLY KEMEI’Y KNOWN FOR

RHEUMATISM, GOUL’ AND NEURALGIA

DR. S'. O. RICtr aRDSON’S
SHERRY WINE BITTERS,
The Celebrated New England Remedy
FOR

IIAB ITTTAE CONSTIPATIDN,
JmitKlSer, Fever nn«l Ague. 4>enei,il Ut-bilii,

AND A Sl’KR CVKE FOR

tiitd nil i>iwe»i»ea n l ining

n

-

I

F

Having*alway* on hand a large stook
of goods, I am prepared to manufacture
to order, at the shortest notice,
EVERY ARTICLE CALLED
AT A CLOTHING STGfcE.
|
and I will gnarMntoe that ail tny work ,
will give entire satisfaction. My motto I
is : “ Quick tale* and tmull jimfii."
i
etudy to pleat*.”
fzSr Remember the place—Sign of j
the Red Flag, Main street, Mt. Vernon, j
ap 9:tf
D. 11. ARNOLD. |

FOB! Uj

O

WHICH, FOR BEAUTY’ AND CHEAPNESS
CANNOT BE SURPASSED 1

.

HOLIDAY PRESENTS!
G.

&L

JUVENILE BOOKS,

\V. D. BROWNING.

N. B. Being desirous of going out of tbe Boot nnd
Shoe Trade, we will dispose ol the same at COST,
Mt. Vernon, May 7, 1861.
G. A W. I>. B.

GltOVER At IIAKEK, STILL AHEADI

I^ife-Sized Pliotograplis,

FORT SDMTER

. .
//

Defy Competition !

or

A

JUST RECEIVED

H

Agents for-

B

T

A

Mamifactsrers of—

I

j. & u.

T

A.. 'W.

SYRUP.

For the cure of. Canker, Salt Rheum, Erysipelas
Scrofulous Hisoase, Cutaneous Eruptio-nsj Sore
Byes, and eTery kind of Disease arising
Wholesale Dealer 2c—'
from an impure state of the Blood.
SACKS WILL BE SENT
Th» most effective lllnoti Purifier of the DBA Centwry’ I.lppitt’a Hit Exterminator,
Coal OH Stand Lamps,
H os tetter’s Bittors,
To those who wish to consign.
T is the Prescription of an Educated Physician, Unrivalled Cough Syrup,
Bcerbave's
do.
Co«l Oil Hanging Lamp*,
and all who are afflicted with any of the above Egyptian Plaster,
Hofland'*
do.
Coal Oil Side Lamps,
Our Charges are Low.
named diseases, should use it without deiny. It will Indigo Blue,
Cephalio Pills,
Cool Oil Lamp Chimneys,
No efforts will be wanting to merit the patronage drive the disease frem the system, «ad when once
Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup, Chimney Brushes snd WirJra.
Cboleral
and
Piarhow
Cordial,
of those who have Wool to sell.
__
out on the Skin, a few applications of Dr. Weaver's Neuralgia Pills,
Pratt A Butcher's Magio Oil,
Lamp Shades and Globes,
CLEVELAND WOOL DEPOT CO.,
Merchant's Gargling
do,
Coal and Carbon Oil, in quantiUaS
CERATE, OR OINTMENT,
Superior Writing Fluid.
• Gffico No. 107 Bank Street, Cleveland, Ohio.
Clarke
’
s
Female
Pills;
to suit purvht*e>f.
and you have a permanent cure.
Juno 18-w4
._________
THE CERATE has proved itself to be the best
a
fp
.
excii
use. rcKE whitb
Ointment
ever
invented,
and
where
onee
used,
it
has
T
now In tho receipt of the latest and most
lake Notice.
HE membo-s of the Knox County Mutual Ini never been known to fail of effecting a permanent LEAD, Chrome Green, Dry and in Oil Varnish, and White Wash Crushes, ever brought to this market,
surance Company are hereby notified that the cure of Old Sores, Tetter and Ringworm, .Scald to which we invito attention of the trade.
Chilblains and Frost Bites, Barber’s Itch,
Annual Meeting of said Company wiil be held Head,
at
their office, in Mt. Veanon, on M edneaday, July 17, Chapped or Cracked hands or Lips, Blotches or Pim •
Sand Feper, No. 0, 1, 14, 2, 2|,
pies
on
the face. And for Sore Nipls* and Sore Lyes, Burnett’s Cocoane,
No. t Lard Oil,
1801, at 10 o’clock, A. M., for the purpose of elect
•Shoe Blacking wnd Brushes,
Sperm Oil,
ing a Board of Directors for tho ensuing year and the Cerate is the only thing required to eure. It Woods’ Hair Restorative,
Supporters, Trusses and Shoulder
should be kept in tbe house of every family.
Fish Oil,
■ Chinese Lilley White,
the transaction of other busines.
braces,
Read the following letter from tbe most reliible Rouge Bal! and Meen Furr,
Linseed Oil,
WILLIAM TURNER,
-Scotch
and Ns'-cobry fir.nff,
authority,
aDd
any
person
desiring
further
evidence
Olive Oil,
June 13. 1361:5w.
Secretary.
Charcoal Tooth Paste,
Carriage and Bathing Spengas,
of the cure will get by addressing a few lines to Mr. French,English and Am. PerfBaCry
Neet’« Foot Oil,
Carden, Field and riower Seeds.
A Stray.
Castor Oil.
Parker:—
Transparent Car Soap.
ROKE out of the enclosure of the subscriber,
Eau Claire, Kau Claire Co., M is., Oct. I, IS6J.
Physicians'Pre»criptionj
and
Family
Roolpofc
oarefully
oompouaded.
MedSciues warranted to
four miles north-west of Mt. Vernon, in Wayne
Messers. J. N. Harris & Co.—Gentlemen: Your
agent Mr. A. F. Barnes, whilst passing through our be genuine, and of the best quality.
township, Knox county, Ohio, a chosnut sorrel Mare,
nine years old, a blase on tbe forehead, left eye not place, casually heard of a most olfectiial cure of an
H
A. W. LIPPITT, City
May 2i-tf
full—sight of which is imperfect, ono of her hind obstinate case of salt rheum in a member of my famfeet whfte, shod all round. I will reward any person i ily, having politely requested tbe facts of the ease, I
who will return her to mo, or lot ins know whore I most cheerfully comply with his rcqnest.
The subject of this remarkable cure is my son, and
will got her.
July 9. lS6l.-3t.____________ GEO. CRAFT.
was attacked with salt rheum when about a year and
Sipn of Hie Rest Flaft,
a half old. I applied from time to time for aid to tbe
Mtiin S'reet, nexl door to J. E. IVuodbt idye*
WALKER’S UNION WASHER.
most efficient physicians in the easttern states, one
MOUNT tKKNGN, OlHth
of whom had traveled Europe ; but whilst he would
HORACE WELSH,
at times receive some temporary relief, still the dis
ESPECTFULLY announces to the citizens of ease remained, and would break out occasionally,
G-rand.
Knox and tho adjoining coun'ies that he is the with tbe most virulent type, until he arrived at the
oT a
agent for the manufacture and sale of WALKER'S
at the age of fourteen yours, when my eye providen
CELEBRATED UNION WASHER, which, ha hesi tially rosted upon tbe advertisement of Dr. Weaver’s
tates not to say is the
Canker and Salt Rheum Syrup and Cernte. I at
Best Washing Machine
once procured one bottle, which on trial so enoouri riTIIE undersigned takes pleasure' in
now in uso in tho country. These machine* are aged me that I procurod two more, with the Cerate,
J
anneuucing to the citizen* of Knox
manufactured at Cooper’s Foundry, in Mt. Vernon, and the result is that my sou now is and has boon ef
; and the surrounding counties, tbst he
and aro sold at extremely low prices. Read tho fol fectually cured of that wretched disease for tha last
! has just oponed at the above stand, rclowing oer.ificateof persons well known in this com three and a half years. Respectfully yours,
: cently occupiod by N. Epaatelu «» large i N£7*BOTH MALE AND FEMALE!
munity :
ALFRED PARKER
tl . aud magnificent stock of
;
Mt. Vbrnox, Ohio. Feb. 4th. 1881.
^aif- Pric* of Syrup $1, Cerate 25 cent* per buttle.
I
We the undersigned, would recommend G. Walk Direction* accompuny each Bottle. Sold by tuoit
er’s Union Washtr as one of the most desirable im Medicine Dealer*.
TO CLOTHE THEMSELVES
plements of household economy; and believe that it
J. N. HARRIS A Co., Proprietor*,
' Also, a large and complete .-lock «f Mens'
stands uneqnaled for case of operating, for perfection Forthe Western and Soutern States, Cincinnati, 0.
j and Bovs’
and expedition in washing, and for the comfort and
To whom orders for the above Medines m»jr be
READY-MADE
health of the operator, freeing »hem from the inju addressed.
rious effects of stooping, soaking, steaming, and in
S< Id Wholesale and Retail by S. W. Lippitt, Mt.
haling into the lungs tlio nausuating and health de Vernon; Jmnei Blanchard, Mt. Vernon; R. S. French,
Hats; Caps, Trunks, A shoes, Ac: aIso,
stroying fumes of the wash.
Gambier: N. Dayton. Martinsburg; Montague A
a large assortment of
L. M. Watson,
L. M. Fowler,
llo»ec, Frederick loa n; W. T. Mahon, Millwood; S.
Robert Watson,
Henry Ransom,
Gents’ Furnishing Goods,
W. Sapp. Danville; Robert* A Samuel, Columbu*.
William Bartlett,
Ellen Ransom,
May ll-u.6
In endless variety, and all of the very
J. 15. Staunton,
Win. Wallace Wade,
best description.
llellen M. Staunton,
Mary E. Wade,
Having constantly a bnyer in ’he E»»t
Household Remedy—Everybody keep# it.
Win. B. B«ardtdey,
E. Hildreth,
I have every advantage «1 the market;
Dor.cu» Beardsley,
A..W. Hildreth,
and as I bny all my goods for cash, I am
Y,'m. Blair.
Goo. W. Jacks in,
PERRY DAVIS’
enabled to sell Mt
•
March 5, o I :tf. •

«-<l Ktonioi'li. I.iver, or Uoweln,
fJlIIEY are used and recommended by lending
All mercurial Diseases.
[_ Physicians of the,country, and all who try them
T is a gonyeniently arranged Band, containing a. pronounce them invaluable.
Dit. JAMES L. LEEPERE, writes from Navarre,
medicated compound, to bo worn around tho
Waist, without injury to tho most delicate person) Stark Co., Ohio, “the Bitters are highly praised by
no cliange in habits of living is required, and it en those suffering from indigestion, .'.yspepsia and liver
tirely removes the disease from tbo system, without complaint.”
E. S. DAVIS, Postmaster at Williamsport, Ohio,
producing the injurious effects arising from the use
of powerful internal medicines which weaken and says, “they givo great satisfaction. I use them my
destroy tbe'constitution, and give temporary relief self,having token cold, become prostrate and lostmy
only. By this treatment, tho medicinal properties appetite. It relieved me, and lean recommend it
contained in the Band, come in contact with blood with great assurance of its merits-.”
Dr. WM. M. KERR, of Rogersville, Ind., writes
and reaches the disease through the pores of tbe skin,
effecting in every instance a perfect cure, and re us that they are the most valuable medicine offered.
stores the parts afflicted to a healthy condition.— Ho has reoominended them with great success, and
This band is also a most pewerful Axti-Murcubiai. with them made several cures of palpitation of the
agent, and will entirely relieve tho system from the heart and.general debility.
THOMAS-STANFORD, Esq., Blountsvillo, Henry
perni-cious, effect of Mercury. Moderate cases are
cured in a few days, and we are c’onstanly receiving Co.. Ind., writes us a long letter, under date of May
testimonials of its efficacy in aggravated ’eases of 3 1 86D.‘ He was much reduoed, having been afflict
ed for three years with great nervous debility, pal
long standing.
Price $2,00,To be had of Druggistsgencrally, or can pitation of the heart of tho must- severe and pros
be sent by mail or express, with full directions for trating character, “after using a few bottles I was
use to any part of tho country, direct from the Prin completely restored, and am now in robust health.’
cipal office.
I ’ '.-GEORGE W. HOFFMAN says he was afflicted
No. 400 BRCrAHVf AY, New York. ’ with rbumatism for twenty years, fn all its various
and at the date of his letter he had been two
G. SMITH jfe CO. Sole Proprietors, foims,years well: the Bitters effecting tho cure, when
N. B.—Descyiptivo Circulars Sent Free.
several phvsioiuns could do him no good. He says,
Agonts W.auted Everywhere "13^.
“for rhumatism. dyspepsia, liver complaint, kidney
phiIjUips,
For sale by James Blanchard, Mt; Vernon, Ohio. affection, or dropsy, it is a specific ccrtuin remedy.”
HE subscriber respectfully in
May
14,1861.
OIL CLOTH MANUFACTURERS,
J. W. HUNT writes from Delphos, Allen Co., 0.,
forms the citizens of Mt, Vornon
And Dealer* in all kind* of
(n section where Fever and Ague prevails,) that be
land the public generally, that he
MEDMJAD.
most cheerfully recommends them of decided merit
has removed his shop a door South of I N D I.A .RUBBER GOODS
Made under Goedyear’s Patent,
IIE subscriber respectfully informs the commu in all cases of FEVER AND AGUE, DYSPEPSIA,
his old stand, to the South-west cornor of the Public
No*. 28 rf.’ 28 St. Clair Street, Pittehurgh, Pa.
nity in and around Mt. Vernon, that she has AND GENERAL DEBILITY.
Square, whero he is prepared to manufacture Boots
GENTS
for
the
sale
of
India
Rubber
Bolting,
settled in said place as a regular practising Physi D. K. GALLEHERS, M. D., writes from Van j
and Shoes of every description, to order, upon the
Hose and Steam Packing. Also, PstentStretoh cian, having graduated in Philadelphia, and as such W6rt, Ohio, “ I most respectfully recoftfmerid tbe .
shortest notice and in tho very hoststyle.
solicits patronage, especially from the fCnialeportion Sherry Wino Bitters to the notice of Dyspepttc. per- !
d and Riveted Leather Belting.
He keeps fnono but the mast experienced work
of society. Her rooms are in Hill’s Building, corner sons, and to all who requiro a stimulating modicirife.
Pittsburgh, Apr. 7.
men and will warrant his tfork to be equal, for du
of Main and Gambier streets, entrance.between Tay
S’uch News we are receiving Drfily. i
rability arid neatness, to any manufactured in this
JOHN COCHRAN A DRO.
lor & Gantt’s and Muuk’s stores.
Full Particulars Accompany Each Battle.
city or elsewhere.
Country
calls
promptly
attended
to.
KS»U»*C»U«»»S
OF
lie keeps none but the hestmaterial,and ha«con- ,
They are sold by Medicine Dealers generally.
:
J-ly 23-tf
*
JANE PAYNE, M. D
stantly on hand the best quality of French calfskin., [ lion Railing, Iron Vanlti, Vault Doors,
Fries 75 cts. per bottle. J. N. Il \RftIS d- CO.
Window Shutters, Guards, Ac.
kipskin, and coarse leather boots, monroo’*, lace
Cincinnati, Ooio, Proprietors for tbe Southern and:
Not. 51 Secoud Street o»(f 86 Third Street
boots, brogans, gaiters, and ladies’ wear of every
Western States, to whom address all orders.
!
ROM the manufacturers, a Spring supply o(
(BsWaen Wood and Msrksl.) • PITTSBURGH, PA.
For sale by S. W. Lippitt, Mt. Vernon, O.; James'
dcsoription.
Wall Paper, Window Blinds, Window Shades Blanchard, Mt. Vernon; R. S. French, Gambier; N.!
AV« on Band * variety
Patterna, fsosy
Persons wishing to test his work will please Call
sad plain, aaiiable for all purpose*. Partiau- j and Curtain Fixtures, at
Dayton, Martifisburg: Montague A llosne, Trade-1
and leave their measure*, as the best evidence will
law«*aea*ten
pal4
la
enaloting
Grave
Let*.
Jobbiag
«)LDROYD"S BOOK A JEWELRY STOftfi.
ricktown; W. T. Mahon, Millwood; S. W. Sapp.)
then be given of tho truth of his assertion.
lm*IA»rt*»»!«.
atari I- Mareblltf
Danville; Roberts A Sriuiue), Columbu*. [May 116
May 7?188I-2me.
ff. W1IB1R.

WOOD WELL’S
a FURNITURE

bring 25 to 32 cents per pound, but for the finer
article, such as constitutes the bulk of that raised
in this vicinity, so far as we can learn, there is
absolutely no'demand. It will keep, however,
fully as well as cotton, and all who are able will

PURIFY THE BLOOD.

CANKER & SALT RHEUM

ralgia. and the pernicious effects of Mercury, and it
AND WIfEX »ESIRE®’
'
is with the greatest satisfaction, as to its merits, that
LIBERAL. ADVANCES
wo call the attention of our readers to the advertise Will bo made on receiving WooL
ment in another column of our paper, of the Anti
Rhsumatio Band.
july 16-4w.

and we presume, from the efforts made since
then, the roll is now complete. The young men
composing this company are mostly three months
GOINO NORTH.
A Family Blessing.—“In lifting the kettle from
Ixpress Train leaves........................... ;....... 11 2 8 A. M. volunteers, who are already pretty well drilled,
the fire it caught and scalded my h inds and person
sil leaves,........................................................ 4 13 P M. and will be ready for service at any time.
IX 3 LEAVE KT. VERSON AS FOLLOWS:
GOING SOUTH.

W

LIPPITT’S CITY DRUG STORE,

IronU Delay to I*wrify the Bojod.

WOOL FOR 1S61.
E feel great confidence in announcing to Wool
Growers and Merchants that we possoss un
surpassed facilities for receiving, grading and selling
wool, which will he done
,rro am ,r

A Large and Pretty Assortment f
HUMOROUS PICTURE BOOKS,
UNTEARABLE PICTURE BOOXS,

OIL COLORED VIEWS,

ALPHABET BLOCKS,
TRANSPARENT SLATES,

BOXES OF PAINTS,

CHESSMEN, DOMINOS,

BACKGAMMON BOARDS,
PORTFOLIOS*

PORTEMONAia,

GREAT REDUCTION IN PRICES'.

PERFECT New and Improved, Noiseles*
Purses,
Grover A Baker flowing Machine, for $40 !!!
The only Company that manufacture* the two vari8CAP BOOK>L
etie* of Maehines. Double Lock and Single Lock or
Shuttle Stick ! Victory after Victory ! J !
ALBUMS,
Intelligence reaches us from all parts of tho Un
ion of victorios achieved over Singer’*, Wheeler
ENGLISH POETS,
Wilson’s and all other Competing Machine*. Is Antiqne-mor-and Blue and Gold Binding,
The Prince of Wales selected Grover A Baker

A

A

Machines. Tho Chines o Embassy selected them,
and all well regulated families have, or should have ! POCKET BIBLES AND TESTAMENTS,
In Fine Binding,
one, because they' triftlte ’ess noise, are more simple, '
run with greater speed; rind leis friotibn, consequent'- I
MISCELLANEOUS BOOK'’,
ly are more durable than other machines. They !
A Go<id As>«rtau«.b4
also nlake tho most beautiful and elastic stirh or !
seam, which is fastened when it leaves tho Machine. 1
ar
I *hall not hesitate to warrant every Machine sold, i
A word to the wise is sufficient. Call and get oircu- |
WHITE’S
lar and examine for yourselve*.
We are pretty familiar with the merit! of the load- 1
ing machines, and for family use wc prefer Urorcir *
Dec, 11,1 SCO.
A Baker.— Ohio Farmer.
Machine thread. Silk and Cotton eon*tantly on i
Something for the Times!!!
hand. Also, Noodles and Pure Machine Oil for sale, )
nt the MUSIC STORE, 2d door below Knox Co. ' A NECESSITY IN EVERY HOUSEHOLD 11
Bank.
SAMUEL P. AXTELL.
Nov. 27, 1860.

.lOISNS &. CIIOM,*EY’S
American Cement Glue!

The Strnugcst Glue hi the World
Master’s Sale.
For Cementing Wood. Leather, Glass, Ivory,
Y virtue of a second order ef sale, issued out of j
China, Marble, Porcelain, Alabaster,
Bone, Coral, Ac., iVe., <kc.,
tbe Court of Common Pleas within and for the j
bounty of Knox and State of Ohio, and to me di

The
only
article of the kind every pro
rected, I will offer for sale, at the South Door of tho !
duced which will withstand water.
Court House; in the city of Mt. Vernon, Ohio, on
I
Saturday, the 11th day of August, A. D. 1861,
!
EXTRACTS.
Between the hours of lit o’clock A. M. and 4 o’clock
“Every housekeeper should have a supply of Johns
I’. M. of said dav, the following described rea'l eg- I
&
Croaley
’
s
American
Coment Glue.”—Ar. Y. Time,.
tato, to wit: Lot number Five Hundred and Eighteen ,
” It is so convenient to have in the house
-V. 1'.
in Banning’s Addition to trie town of Mt. Vernon, in ,
Knox County, Ohio, with the appurtenances, to sat- I Express.
" It is always ready ; thi* commends it to every
isfy a judgment in the oaso of David Burger vs. j
Joseph Watson aud Samuel Burger, appraised at ) body.”—A". Y. Tad-pendent.
“ Wc have tried it. and find it a* useful in aur
$600.
D. C. MONTGOMERY,
hot 8 as water.”— Wili.e* Spirit of the Time*.
Julv 1 6-4t.
Muster Com. K. C. Picas.
. Price 25 Cent* per RnttU.'
Very Liberal Reduction-; t > W’hole*ale Dealer*.
Fort Sumter Evacuated.
TERMS CASH.
"UIE evacuation of Fort Sumter by the United
r or sale by ail Druggist* and Ftorekeeper#
States does not say that E. WILCOX h»* eva
cuated his old stand on Main street, over Brown’sgenerally throughout the the aountry.
JOHNS
CROSL.KY,
Jewelry Store, where he still remains and expects
(iSolu Manufacturers,)
to conduct bis business as heretofore-in all its vari
. k
. 78 WILLIAM STREET.
ous branches. Garments of all description* cut and
NEW
made to order on short notice, and as durable as can (Corner of Liberty Street,)
July 9-1 y.
jf. A.
be done at any other Tailor Shop on this side of the
mountains, and in the latest style, according to eaiHighly Important from Chicago £
tern fashions.
Garmonts Cloaned and Repaired in the best mari 6,000 McCormick’s Mowers fifnd Kcapertf
ner and on short notice. Cutting done to’suit cus
in the Field I
tomers. Feeling thankful to his old customers for
UI5WENTY-FIVE THOUSAND SOLD, during tW
their liberal support heretofcrc received, he solicits
I past six year*, or an average of 05er four thou
n continuance of the same, and asks aa many new sand each year. Sale* have increased from 1,800'
ones as feel they can trust him with their work.
iu
1854, to nearly 5,099 in 1860, being a larger uuffiap9:tf
'
E. WILCOX.
ber tbnu is manufactured by isvy other single estab
lishment in the world!
The subscriber he* secured the agency for Kno»
county for the above popular machine, which stand*
at the head <u the lift of Mowers and Reapers, a* be
MOUNT VERNON
ing the most simple, durable and efficieul tuaeblO'J
ever offered to tbe citizen* or Knox co., all of which
WILMAM
he iit’willing to have proved by letting any farmer
Late of the firm of BEAM A MEAD, having located take one of his mat bines with any other to use thro*
harvest, he agreeing to buy one of the machine*
himself on the
EAST SIDE OF MAIN STREET, ONE DOOR when through bnrVSff, g't jug him the choice of ma
chines, which to buy, and charging nothing for tbe
•SOUTH GF LIPPITT’S DRUG STORE,
and nearly opposite the KENTON HOUSE, trusts i use of “the McCormick,” if he chooses to take tbe
his friends and the public generally, will not fail to . other. We afs p*ep4r*d t6 give all farmers who will
find him snd his new location, with a rrood stock of 1 give us a oa.ll, circulars, with „uy amount of tsaiiuiony, from near home, that will satisfy them that
t ~
,
, , „
! is the machine to buy.
*T
A S II I* R. I C Io S .
; For further infnrraaticu and a free sight of tbn
In Goods, Prices and Attention, he shall aim to please , McCormick Mower and Reaper, call at the Hardware
and merit a share of the public patroririg).; '
; store of
C. C. CURTIS.
April 23, 1S6T._____ _______________________ ■
7-m3
Main street. Mt. Vernon, O.

B

1

NEW

STORE!
BEAIUL

NEW GOODS

Cnstorh Work.
JOB PRINTING f all kinds neatly and cheaply
ARTICULAR attention paid to nianufartaring. I
exeoutod at tin
files.
Measured work «nd repairing done on tbe sbor- !
of nil kind* for sale at thi* Uffici).
test notice. .
rmai'
MORTON A SAPP, BLANKS
j

P

n r- tnwiiiaiJ

.-agni ««■ ■»

MT. VERNON BUSINESS.

~&T- VEWON BUSINESS.
is fis sV5C?itifu f

MT. VERNON BUSINESS.

that

NEW FURNITURE.

AT73YSEY AND COUNSELLOS AT LAW,
And Notary Public,
MOUNT VERNON, OHIO.
jfcg- OFFICE—North side of Krcmn Block.
Awgnst28, ISfiO-ly.
_____________

FOR

CHARLES F. BALDWIN,
A T T O K N K Y AT L A W ,
Mount I ernon, Ohio.
Prompt attention given *o Collections and Sccnrng all Claims entrusted to his care.
tSfC. F. Baldwin, is also, aNotary Public, and
wiflattond to such business as is authorised by his
commission, with promptness and despatch.
April 10th, l8(W-6me.

MEIN,

WOMEN,

BOYS,

MARSHAL BEAM,

ATT Y & COUSELLOR AT LAW,
AND NOTARY PUBLIC,
Mount Vernon, Ohio.
OFFICE—Judson’s Building, Main st., 2 doors
South Knox County Bank.
[inarch 27.
<SKST W. COTfON.
WM. L. »ASa.
COTTON & BANE,

MISSES,

VTOW receiving at the old stand, sign of the Big
Xi Chair, over Sperry A Co.’s Store, the largest
and best stock of Furniture ever offered for sale in
this place, consisting in part of Sofas, Tete-a-Tetes,
Lounges, Chairs, Marble Top and Mahogany Tables,
Stands, Cane and Wood Seat Chairs, Cribs, Bed
steads, anil in fact almost every thing in Cabinet line
the market requires. I also keep on band and make
to order Curled Ilsir, Cotton and Husk Mattrasscs,
Feather Bolsters and Pillows. I have Bailey’s Cur
tain Fixtures, the best in use, also, a few choice
Gilt Mouldings. Picture Frames made to order.
I have also the right to sell Fisk A Crane’s Patent
Burial Cases, and will keep them on hand.
The public are invited to call and examine my
stock and prices.
[apr26]
W. C. WILLIS.
jambs

n. m’yarland.

McFarland &

william wellb

Attorneys and Counsellors at Law,
MT. VERNON, 0.

nn

Cheaper than Ever!
— AT

D.

\V. MEAD’S,

wells

HAVE JUST OPENED

gt

NEW

CHILDREN,

or King’s Evil,
THE ONLY PREPARATION isScrofula,
a Constitutional disease, a corruption of the blood,

NEW

DOOl^ANI)>liHOE&

Furniture Rooms,ifi
On Alain Street^ over Hank’s Saddle and Harness

Old Stand of Beam & Mead,

South-West corner of Main and Gambier streets,
Shop, Second Floor, Opposite liussell,
Mt Vernon, Ohio.
op 30
Sturges & Co’s Bank,
AND
HERE may be found a good assortment of
Chairs, Bedsteads, and Cabinet Ware, of
their own manufacture, at prices to suit the times.
By buying your Boots and Shoes of
Ail work warranted. All kinds of Wood Turning
JOHN ADAMS,
done
on
short
notice
and
in
good
style.
Country
INFANTS.
ALsraey at Law and Notary Public,
Cabinet Makers will do well to give us a call.—
AVING received a large assortment of every
urrtca—1» ward's sew buildiss,
Wagon Hubbs, Stair Banisters, Nuel Posts, Drops,
description of
Mount Vernon, Ohio.
and, in short, anything in wood can be turned at
A
Large
Stock
and
cheap
at
our
shop.
M . ll:tf.
.
BOOTS AND SHOES,
MILLER A WniTE’3.
N.
B.
Lumber,
Country
Produce,
and
Cash
taken
I am prepared to undersell any other establishment
<y. DUNBAR.
**. U. UAXSINO.
Mt. Vernon, May 1 7, 1860-tf.
in
exchange
for
our
work.
All
orders
promptly
atin Mt. Vernon. All I ask of the people of Knox Co.
DVftBAR & HAWING,
tendud to. A share of Public Patronage solicited. is to give me a call, and examine my stock before
ATOrlNEYS AT LAW,
LEWIS’
Feb. 12, '61:y.
McFARLAND A WELL8.
purchasing elsewhere; and I will guarantee to make
MT. VlIZKON, KNOX COUNTY, OHIO.
the shoes and prices both fit. I am selling good
yff- Office in Banning Building, northwest corner
GAITERS at 75 cents, and first-rate Congress Heel
Ma in and Vine streets, in the room formerly occupied
I desire to inform the public that my
i>v M. H. Mitohdl.
je!4
FURNITURE
Q Gaiters for $1.00 to $1.25. Men's first-rate kip boots
Spleudid Suit of Photograph Rooms
for$2.50. Women’s enld. pgd. boots for 75 to 80 cent*,
«■> <.?»ox!, ferae’.
Joseph, if. Pec’s
ARB COMPLETED!
ryt and every thing else in the line of boots and shoes,
ISRAEL & DEVIN,
at least 20 per cent cheaper than the usual price
And now open for the reception of visitors. It is
Attorneys at Law & Solieitorsin Chancery,
BANNING BUILDING, MT. VERNON, 0.
heretofore.
needless to comment upon my work, as it recom
MT. VERNON, OHIO.
LEATHER.—A large lot of Sole and Upperleather,
mends Itself. I make Photographs from small min
OFFICE.—Tbre* doors South of the Bank.
HE undersigned respectfully announces to the French and American calf skins, constantly on hand.
■&&- Prompt attention given to all business en- iatures to LIFE-SIZE, PLAIN or
citizens of Knox and the surrounding counties, Also, Lasts, Pegs, Shoe kit, and Findling of every
irosted to them, and especially to collecting and se- BEAUTIFULLY FINISHED IN OIL,
that he has greatly enlarged his business and description.
is
All of which can be had for cash at
„oring claims in any part of the state of Ohio.
now prepared to offer superior inducements to those the lowest possible rates, at the store of
Water
Colors,
or
Hoc. 7:tf.
who wish to purchase
E. S. S. ROUSE, Jr.,
MT W At> JSC .a M- 3WT »L •
Cheap and Elegant Furniture.
R. C. HURD.
FRANK n. HURD.
No. 109 Main Street.
If you have an old Daguerreotype or Ambrotype He will at all times keep on hand a large stock ot
N.
B.
—
Those
who
have
neglected
to eall and settle
R. C. HIRO & SON,
of a deceased friend, (po matter how poor), it can BUREAUS,
WARDROBES, their accounts, due the late firm of E. S. S. Rouse
Attorneys and Counsellors at Law,
be enlarged to any sis) and colored true to nature.
BEDSTEADS, SOFAS, LOUNGES,
A Son are hereby reminded that it will be to their
I wish particularly to impress upon the mind of BOOKCASES, HAT-RACKS,
mar!2-tf
MOUNT VERNON, OHIO.
interest to call and aarange matters immediately.
the public this important branch of Photography.
CENTRE, PIER and
May 7. 1961.
SASH, DOORS AND BLINDS.
I employ Mr. HALL, of Cleveland, the acknowledg
DINING TABLES;
ed best COLORIST in Northern Ohio.
MAHOGANY, CANE SEAT and
DEVOE &~HUBBELL,
Specimens of old pictures enlarged can be seen at
COMMON CHAIRS, MATTKASSES, Ac.
4 NNOUNCE TO THE CITIZENS OF KNOX my Gallery.
And in fact, evet y urticle to be found in a first-class
and the sr.rrounding counties, that they are
Furniture Ware-room. I will also make to order
AMBROTYPES
aow prepared to manufacture to order all kinds of And all small work done on short notice. We ex any article that may be called for. I employ the
KNOX COUNTY
Sash, Doors and Blinds, Window and Door Frames, tend a cordial invitation to all to call and examine vary best workmen to be had, and every article sold
and all work required in house finishing. We shall Specimens.
will be warranted. I solicit a continuat
the
use the very best material, and will warrant all our
ROOMS—Corner Main and Gambier Streets, over liberal patronage heretofore extend to me.
JOSEPH McCORMICK.
work.
Taylor, Gantt A Co.’s Store. Entrance same as Dr.
Shop on Iligh street, opposite the Court House, Kelsey's Dental Rooms.
Mount Vernon, Ohio.
[oaarchSO.
rXDGRTARIVG.
N. B. The class of pictures termed 25 cent pic
The subscriber still continues the Undertaking
tures positively not taken at these rooms.
J. B. MILLER,
Business, and having an elegai.t Hearse is prepar
nov!3-ly.
N. E LEWIS.
ed to attend funerals in either town or country
Coffins
made to order, in the best style, and on the
PAPER HANGER, FANCY GILDER, Ac.,
THE CATARACT
shortest notice. I can be found t my Furniture
No. 109 uiu Nt., up Stairs,
Ware-rooms, in Banning’s Building, opposite Wood
Mount Vernon, Ohio.
ilded side and top lights, window To the People of Knox County and espe ward Block, Mt. Vernon, 0.
cially
the
Ladies.
Marchl3tf.
JOSEPH McCORMICK.
Curtains. Decorative Paper Hanging, Ac., Ac.
Land Scape Painting don® to order.
Pictures HAVE been for several years on the look out for
MEAT MARKET.
a good Washing Machine. I have had several
framed in Rosewood or Gilt, on most reasonable
tried in my family and found sotno that did pretty
terms. Btancoling in paper or meta! neatly ex
Joseph. ZBoolAtoll
weil as long as they kept in order. But they all
ecuted.
soon
failed in this respect and some shook them f IAKES pleasure in anP. S. Blocklotterscnt to order.
selves to pieces.
May 22, I860.
X anouncing to his old
Last fall I discovered the Cataract Machine ope friends and customers that
rated by Mr. Eiswald the inventor, and was struck he still continues to keep
with its simplicity; and especially with tbe fact that for sale the very best of
there was no shaking motion to it. It had no more Beef, Pork, Veal, Mutton,
U. A. HcDOMlD,
tendency to rattle to pieces than a grindstone, or a and Lamb, at bis cellar, on Main street, opposite to
UCCESSOR to Power A McDonald, respectfully spinning wheel. I induced Mr. Eiswald to bring his
announces to the citizens of Mt. Vernon and machine to Mount Vernon, and gave it a thorough Woodward Hall, under Clark’s Tailor Shop. By
keoping good meats, and by honest dealing, he
vicinity, that he still continues to take Amhrotypes
trial in my family, and also in some others ; and be
A Melainotypes, in thebest style of art, at his rooms came so well satisfied with its merits that I purchas hopes to merit a continuation of the liberal patron.ago he has retore hereceivad.
April 27-tf y
in Woodward Block. From a long experience in ed the patentrigbt for several counties.
business ho flatters himself that he will give entire
These machines aro now mueufaetured at the Kosatisfaction to all who may favor him with business kosing Iron Works, by Buckingham A Co., and 1
Prices as low as the lowest. Please give me a call can confidently recommend tnem as the best ma
.M:iVUlk, OIIEO.
Before engaging pictures elsewhere.
[may 1 tf.
MAIN STREET, MT. VERNON, OHIO.
chine for washing that I ever saw. They will wash
O the citizens of Knox County, I would return
any amount of clothes from a shirt collar to half a
D. C. MONTGOMERY
my
sincere
thanks
for
the
patronage
extended
to
dozen shirts, without tearing or wearing them. They
ATTORNEY AT LAW,
me since I became proprieter of this House, and for
are not liable to get out of order and will last a
your continued patronage, I pledge myself to make
Banning Building over N. Me Giftin'sjfhoc Store, lifetime.
MT. VERNON, OHIO.
Buckingham A Co., will warrant them to give en the Holloa House rank equal to any house in this DRUGS, MEDICINES, CHEMICALS, PUTTY
Specialattention given to the collectionof claims, tire satisfaction. If not,the machine may be returned part of the State, and my Guasts shall have my un
and the purchase and sale of Real-Estate.
in good order, within twenty days and the money divided attention for their comfort, while they ro
maine my guests.
J. S. HOLTON, Proprietor.
will be handed back without asking any question*.
N. B. I havegood Stabling attached to this house
HAVE for sale unimproved lands as follows:
C. P. BUCKINGHAM.
octll,’59tf.
640 acres in Osage county, Missouri.
PaiaCs, Oils, Varuiehes, Brushes aud Dye
Mt. Vernon, June 12, I860,
806 acres in Warren county, Missouri.
Stuffs,
THE
^PENNSYLVANIA
802 acres in St. Francois county, Missouri.
Oezx-fcx-oX
125 acres in Hardin county, Ohio.
40 acre lot in Hardin county, Ohio.
*83 acres iu Mercer county; Ohio.
marl
Yhe Capacity oft' thin Hoad is now equal to any PUKE WINES AND BRANDIES

C3TILL ATTEND to all business intrusted to
V» thorn, in any of the Courts.
t&imc-B.—N. E. corner of Main and Gambier ste.,
rer Pyle’s Merchant Tailoring establishment. »>c20

SA VE YOl ll filONEY~! ~

W

E. S. S. ROUSE, Jun’r.

H

TEMPLE OF ART!

JOSEPH ni'CORMlCK'S

iWAKE ROOMS,

T

Y

DRUG STORE.

CUKE

Aud Grows more and more Popular every
day I
And testimonials, new, and almost without number,
might be given from ladies and gentlemen in all
grades of society whoso united testimony nono could
resist, that Prof. Wood’s Hair Restorative will restore
the bald and gray, and preserved the hair of the
youth to old age, in all its youthful beauty.
Battle Creek, Mich., Dec. 21, 1858.
Prof. Wood: Thee wilt please accept a line to in
form thee the hair on my head all fell off over twenF'lIDC
L7
years ago,caused by a complicated chronic disAl
ease,attended with an eruption on tbe bead. A coatinual course of suffering through life having reduced me to a stato of dependence, I have not been
1L
able to obtain stuff for caps, neither have I been able
to do them up, in consequence of which my head
has suffered extremely from cold. This induced me
[lA!
to pay Biggs A Hodges almost the last cent I had on
earth for a two dollar bottle of thy Hair Restorative
about the first of August last. I have faithfully fol_
. ,
,
,
,, lowed the directions and the bald spot is now coverBy the use of these Pills the periodic attacks of; ed with ha5r thick and hlackt tbongh ghort( itig nii0
Nervous or Sick Headache may be prevented ; and coming in all over my head. Feeling confident that
if taken at the commencement of an attack imme another large bottle would restore it entirely an
diate relief from pain and sickness will be ob permanently, I feel anxious to persevere in its nse,
tained.
and being destitute of means to furchaso any more,
They seldom fail in removing the Nausea and I would ask thee if thee wouldst not be willing to
He<$ache to which females are so subject.
send roe an order on thine agents fora bottle, and
They act gently upon the bowels, removing Cos receive to thyself the scripture declaration—“the
reward is to tlioso that are kind to the widow and
tiveness.
Tby friend,
For Literary Men, Students, Delicate Females, the fatherless.”
SUSANNAH KIRAP.
and all persons of sedentary habits, they are valu
Ligonier, Noble Co., Ind., Feb. 5, 1859.
able as a laxative, improving the appetite, giving
Prof. 0. J. Wood : Dear Sir:—In the latter part of
tone and vigor to the digestive organs, ».nd restor
ing the natural elasticity and strength of the whole the year 1852, while attending the State and Na
tional
Law School of tbe State of New Y’ork, my
system.
The CEPHALIC PILLS are the reaalt of long hair, from a cau*e unknown to me, commenced fall
investigation aud carefully conducted experiments, ing off very rapidly, so that in the short space of six
having been in use many years, during which time months, the whole upper part of my scalp was al
most entirely bereft of its covering, and much of the
they have prevented and relieved a vast amount of remaining portion upon the side and back part of
pain aud suffering from Headache, whether origi my head shortly after became gray, so that you will
nating in the nervous system or from a deranged not be surprised when I tell you that upon my return
state of the stomach.
to t-e State of Indiana, my more casual acquain
They are entirely vegetable in their composition, tance were not so much at a loss to discover the
and may be taken at all times with perfect safety cause of the change in my appearance, a* my more
without making any change of diet, and the ab imtimate acquaintances were to recognise me at all.
sence of any disagreeable taste renders it easy to
I at once made application to the most skilful phys
icians in the country, but receiving no assurance from
administer them to children
them
that my hair could again be restored, I was
BEWARE OF COUNTERFEITS !
The genuine have five signatures of Henry C. forced to become reconciled to mv fate, until, fortn.
nately, in the latter part of the year 1857, your Re
Spalding on each Box.
Sold by Drufi^ists and all other Dealers in Med storative was reccotuinended to roe by a druggist, a*
being the most reliable Hair Restorative in use. I
icines.
A Box will be sent by mail,prepaid, on receipt tried one bottle, and found to my great satisfaction
that it was producing the desired effect. Since that
of the
time, I have used seven dollars’ worth of your Res
PRICE, 25 CENTS.
torative, and as a result I have a rich coat of very soft
All orders should be addressed to
black hair, which no money could buy.
HENRY C. SPALDING,
As a mark of my gratitude for your labor and skill
48 Cedar Street, New' York
in the production ofso wonderful an article, I have

NepvousHeadache
CURE
wUIlt,

9 “B •
-UV. Il

T

THE FOLLOWING ENDORSEMENTS OF

SPALDING’S

CEPHALIC PILLS,
WILL CONVINCE ALL WHO BUFFER FROM

'

HEADACHE,

That a speedy and sure cure is within their reach
1* these testimonials were unsolicited by Mr. Spalding,
they afford unquestionale proof of the efficacy
of this truly scientific discovery,
Masonville, Conn., Feb. 5, 1861.
Mr. Spalding—Sir: I tried your Cephalic Pills,
and I like them so well that I want you to send me
two dollars worth more.
Part of these are for the neighbors, to whom I
gave a few out of the first box I got from you.
Send the Pills by mail, and oblige
Your ob’t Servant.
JAMES KENNEDY.
IIavrrford, Pa., Feb. 6,1861.
Mr. Spalding—Sir: I wish you to send me one
more box of your Cephalic Pill, I have received a
great deal of benefit from them.
Yours respectfully,
MARY ANN STOIKHOUSE.
Sfruce Creek, Huntington Co , Pa.,?
January 18, 1861.
$
H. C. Spalding—Sir: You will please send me
two boxes of yur Cephalic Pills. Send them im
mediately.
Respectfully yours,
JNO. B SIMONS.
P. S. I have used one box of your Pills, aud
find them excellent.
Belle Vernon, Ohio, Jan. 15,1861.
Henry C.Spalding, Esq.,—Sir: Pleaseflud inclos
ed twenty-five cents, for which send me another bo
of your Cephalic Pills. The) are truly the best
Pills I have ever tiied.
A. STOVER, P. M.
Belle Vernon, Wyandot Co., O.
Beverly, Mass., Dee. 11, 1861.
II.C. Ilpalding, Esq.,—I wish for some circulars
or large show bills, to bring your Cephalic Pills
more particularly before my customers. If you
have anything of the kind, please send to me.
One of my customers, who is subject to severe
Sick Headache, (usually lasting two days,) was
cured of an attack in one hour by your Pills, which
I sent her.
R espectfully voun,
in the Country.
CABINET BUSINESS,
W. B. WILKES.
Reynolobburg, Franklin Co., Ohio.?
Josopti £3- IMCsEt.YtiXT
January B, 1161.
|
fflAKES pleasure in announcing to the citizens oi
Ileury C Spalding—No. 48 Cedar st., N. Y.
Mt. Vernon and vicinity, that he continues to
FOR
MEDICAL
PURPOSES
ONLY,
ONNECTING direct in the Union Depot, at
Dear Sir: Inclosed find twenty five cents,
carry on the
Pittsburgh, with Through Trains from all WeiCOACH AND CAavAIAGE FACTOEY.
(25,) for which send box of “Cephalic Pills.”—
CA BINET MA KING B USINESS,
tern
Cities
for
Philadelphia,
Now
York,
Boston,
FRONT STREET, MT. VERNON, 0.
Seud to address of Rev. Win. C. Filler, Reynolds
In all its branches, at his old stand, at the foot of
Baltimore and Washington City ; thus furnishing fa
burg, Franklin Co., Ohio.
ILLIAM SANDERSON respect
Maia street, opposite Buckingham's Foundry, where
cilities
for
the
transportation
of
Passenger*
unsur

Your Pills work like a charm—cure Headache
fully informs the public and his
will be found Bureaus, Tables, Chairs, Bedsteads,
passed,
for
speed
and
comfort,
by
any
other
route.
PERFUMERY,
friends that he continues to manufac
almost instanter.
Truly your-,
Washstands, Capboards, Ac., Ac.
Express and Fast Lines run through to Philadel
ture Carriages, Barouches, Rockaways, Buggies, Wa
WM. C. FILLER.
phia without change of Cars or Conductors.
gons,
Sleighs
and
Chariots,
in
all
their
various
styles
Ypsilanti,
Mich., Jan. 14,1661.
UNDERTAKING. , ,
Smoking
Cars
are
attached
to
each
train;
Wood

Mr. Spalding, Sir:—Not long since I sent to
I have provided myself with a new and splendid af finish and proportion.
All orders will be executed with strl it regard todu- ruff's Sleeping Cars to Exprers and Fast Trains.—
Hearse, and will bo ready to attend funerals whenyou for a box of Cephalic Pills for the cure of the
The
Express
runs
Daily,
Mail
and
Fast
Line
Sun

SOAP
AND
FANCY
ARTICLES
ever called upon. Coffins of all sizes kept on hand rability and beauty of finish. Repairs wi/ also beat- days excepted. Three Daily Train* connect direct
Nervous Headache and Costiveness, and received
tended to on the most reasonable terma Is I use in
and made to order.
J. S. MARTIN.
the same, and they had so good au effect that I was
for New York. Express and Fast Line connect for
all
rny
work
the
very
best
seasoned
staff,
and
employ
feb8:tf
induced to send lor more,
none but experienced mechanics, I feel confident that Baltimore and Washington.
Pieaie send bv return mail. Direct to
Six Daily Trains between Philadelphia and New
REMOVAL.
SNUFF AND CIGARS,
all who favor me with their patronage, will be perfect
A. R.’ WHEELER, Ypsi.auti, Mich.
ly satisfied on a trial of their work. All my work York; Two Daily Trains between New York and Bos
ton. Through Tickets (all Rail) are good on either
DR. C. M~KELSEY,
will be warranted.
From the Examiner, Norfolk,Va.
jZaar" Purchasersarerequested to give me a call be- of the above Trains.
Boat Tickets to Boston are good via Norwich,Fall
Cephalic Pills accomplish the object for which
ore buyingelsewhere.
Mar.20:fj
River
or
Stonington
Lines.
they
were
made,
viz: Cure of Headache in all
AS taken for a term of years the rooms former
Tickets Eastward may be obtained at any of the
forms.
ly occupied by N. N. Hill, immediately over
important Rail Road Offices in the West; also, on
From the Examiner,Norfolk, Va.
Taylor, Gantt A Co.’s, where he will prosecute the
Board any of the regular Line of Steamers on the BURNETT’S COCOINE,
various duties of his profession with an experience
They have been tested in more than a thousand
Mississippi
or
Ohio
Rivers;
and
Ticket*
We«tward
of over 16 years constant practice, and an acquain
cases, with entire success.
at the Offices of tho Company in Botton, New York
tance with all the late improvements in the art, he
BURNETT’S KOLLISTON,
From the Democrat, St, Cloud, Minn.
Baltimore, or Philadelphia.
feels confident of giving entire satisfaction. The
If you are, or have been troubled with the head
Fare always as low and time as quick ta
beat skill of the profession warranted to bo exercised
BURNETT’S
LORIMEL,
nche,send for a box, (Cephalic Pills,) aothal you
ky any other route.
in every case.
may have them incase of an attack.
Oil hand a large stock of Dental Material lately
Ask for tickets by Pittsburgh.
COAL OIL AND COAL OIL LAMPS.
From the Advertiser, Providence, R. I.
procured from the east.
The completion of the Western connections of the
The Cephalic Pills are said to be a remarkably
Entrance on Main irtet, botweoen Taylor, Gantt
Pennsylvania Rail Road to Chicago, makes this the
effective remedy for the headache, and one of the
A Co.’s and L. Munk’a Clothing Store.
Direct Line Between the East and the Great
MAXUFACrURM OF
very best for that very frequent complaint which
April 19, 1859-tf
North West.
has ever been discovered
The connecting of tracks by the RnilP>.oad Bridge BLANCHARD’S INDIAN LINIMENT AND
From the Western R. R. Gazette, Chicano, III.
SASH, DOOR AND BLIND
at Pittsburgh, avoiding all drayage or ferriage of
We heartily endorse Mr. Spalding, and his unri
Freight, together with the saviDgof time,areadvanAMAZONIAN COUGH BALSOM.
valled Cephalic Pills.
tages readily appreciated by Shipper* of Freight,
From
the Kanawha Valley Star. Kanawha, Va.
HE SUBSCRIBERS WOULD INFORM THEIR
and the Travelling Public.
Particular care in compounding Physician* Pre
We are suie that persons suffering with the
friends and the public generally, that they have
For Freight Contracts or Shippiag Birections,ap- scription and in preparing recipe* of all kind*.
headache, who try them, will stick to them.
rc.u ived their Machinery to the Furlong Foundry,
ply to or address either of the following Agentt of
Jan. 29, 1860.
From the Southern Path Finder, New Orleans, La.
West of High Street, where, in connection with S. JAMES HUfJTSBERRY S SOH S the Company:
Try them! you that are afflicted, and we are
Davis, they ko&p on hand and manufacture to order,
D. A. Stewart, Pittsburgh; II. S- Pierce A Co.
sure that your testimony can be added to the al
on short notice,
PEOPLE’S
Zanesville. 0,; J. J. Johnston, Ripley,O.; R. McNe
Doors,Sash, Blinds and Mouldings
ely, iMaysville, Ky.: Ormsby <£-Cropper, Portsmouth, Banning Building, opp. Woodward Block, ready numerous list that has received benefits that
no other medicine can produce.
Of all the various patterns. Surface and Irregular
0.; Paddock A Co.,Jeffersonville, Ind.; II. W. Brown
MOUNT VERNON, O.
From the St Louis Democrat.
Planing and Flooring, hard or soft, dressed to order.
A Co., Cincinnati, 0.; Athern A Hibbert, Cincinnati, Sign of the Re«l Bedstead, and
The immense demand for the article (Cephalic
We would ask for the new firm a continuance of the
0.; R. C Meldrum, Madisen, Ind.; Jos. E. Moore,
Golden
Chair.
patronage so liberally bestowed on the old one.
Pills) is rapidly increasing.
AVE on hand a very large assortment of the Louisville, Ky.: P. G. O’Riley A Co., Evansville,
BYERS A PATTERSON.
From the Gazette, Davenport, Iowa,
most modern improvod Cook and Parlor Stoves, Ind.; N. W. Graham A Co., Cairo, Ill.; R. F. Sas*,
daniel
M
c
D
owell
,
Mt. Vernon, 0., June 12, I860.
Mr. Spal ing would not connect his nams with
St.
Louis,
Mo.;
John
II.
Harris,
Nashviil-e,
Tenn.;
for both wood and coal, which th-ey will guarantee
AKES pleasure in announcing an article he did not know to possess real merit.
to give entire satisfaction in their operation. Their Harris A Hunt, Memphis. Tenn.; Clarke A Co.,
to tbe citizens of Mt. Vernon
Dr. D. JlcBRlAR,
From the Advertiser, Providence, R. I.
asortuient of Mouse Furnishing Goods is also large Chicago, Ill.; W. H. H. Koontz, Alton, Ill.; or to
aud vicinity, that having been in The testimony in their favor is strong, from the
Freight Agents of Rail Road* at different points in
embracing
the
business
for
39
years,
in
this
the West.
most respectable quarters.
place, he continues to manufacture
The Greatest Facilities offered for the Protection
CARPET SWEEPERS,
CHAIR® and BEDSTEADS of every
Sar^oon. 3O©rxti?st,
and Speedy Transportation of Live Stock,
description, at his stand in Ban tr’A single bottle of SPALDINGS PREPARED
OULD respectfully inform the citizens of Mt.
SILVER, BRITANIA,
And Good Accommodations with usual privileges for
GLUE will save ten times its cost annually,
ning’s Building where he hopes,
Vernon, Ohio, and vicinity, that he has per
periotic travelling in charge thereof.
by making good work, and selling
manently located in Mt. Vernon, for the purpose of
SPALDING’S PREPARED GLUE 1
TIN,JAPAN,
FREIGHTS.
at low prices, to receivo a eontinua
practicing his Profession in the bestrand most sub
By this Route Freights of all description* can be ion of thel iboral patronage that has heretofore been
stantial style of the art. und I would say to those
SPALDING’S PREPARED GLUE •
forwarded to and from Philadelphia, New York, extended to him. All his work is wade of the very
WOODEN AND WILLOW WARE,
who may favor me with their patronage, that my
Boston, or Baltimore, to and from any point on the best material, and will be warranted to give entire
work shall and will compare both in beauty and du
SPALDING’S PREPARED GLUE
Rail Roads of Chio, Kentucky, Indiana, Illinoli,
rability with any in the State. I would also say to Wilhalmostevery useful article from the kitchen to Wisconsin, Iowa, or Missouri, by Rail Road direct. satisfaction. Tha patronage of the public is res
pectfully solicited.
jy!2:y
those who are afflicted with Diseased mouths, that the parlor. Also, alargestock of the celebrated
The Pennsylvania Rail Road also connects at Pitt*
SAVE THE PRICES’
I am prepared to treat all diseases of the mouth un
burgh with Steamers, by which Goodccan be forwar
J. B. BELL,
ECONOMY •
DISPATCH I
der nay form. Also to romove tumors from the
ded to any port on the Ohio, Mu»kingum, Kentneky
GENERAL
REAL
ESTATE
AGENT,
O
’
“
A
S
titch in Timk Saves Nine,” xf
mouth or antrum. All operations warranted, and
Tennessee, Cumberland, Illinois, Mississippi, Wl*SUPERIOR,
WISCONSIN,
As
accidents
will
happen,
even
in
well regula
moderate surges. I have taken a lease of my pres Which will pay for itself in the saving of fuel,over cansia, Mi««onri, Kansas, Arkansas, and Red River*;
ILL select and enter Lands, locate Land War ted families, it is very desirable to have some cheap
ent suit of rooms from Dr. Russell, for tivo years any other stove, in every 18 months use.
and at Cleveland, Sandusky and Chicago with Steam
rants, and buy and sell Real Estate.
and convenient way for repairing Furniture, Toys,
with the refusal of ten. The best of references
Remembor the House Furnishing Establishmeat. er* to all Ports on the North-Western Lakes.
Particular attention paid to Conveyancing, Paying
can be ■'■ivan.
[June 19. I860
We are still doing all kinds of Jobbing in Copper,
Merchants and Shippers entrusting the transpor Taxes, Loaning and Investing Money,and examin Crockery, &c.
SPALDING’S PREPARED GLUE
Tin and Sheet Iron, at short notiee and low rates. tation of their Freight to this Company, can rely ing Titles.
MOUNT VERNON
meets all such emergencies, and no household can
All tho above articles will he sold at reduced prices, with confidence on its speedy transit.
Refer
to
Judge
Valey
and
Eug.
Burnand.New
for cash, at JAMES HUNTSBERRY <€- SON’SThe Rates of Freight to any point in the West by York; Wm. Dunbar and L. Harper, Mt. Vernon afford to be without it. It is always ready, and
mar22:tf
HE St'BSCRIBER would eall the attention of
the Pennsylvania Rail.Road are at all times as fa Marshall A Co.,Bankers, and Geo. Willis A. Gorman’ up to the sticking point.
the public to the fact, thatths Old Lucerne Fac «. It. DIBULKK,
“USEFUL IN EVERY HOUSE.”
. c. WORK.
St. Paul, Minn.; Wm. H. Newton, Geo. E. Nettleton’
L. C. WOORK vorable as are charged by other R. R. Companies.
tory is removed to Mt. Vernon, at
N. B.—A Brush accompanies each Bottle. Price
Bo particular to mark pack«ges“viaPeuna.R. R." Superior; Wm. Mann Rahway, N. J.
May 20. ’
UENKY F. WARDFW,
25
cents.
Address,
E.
J.
SNEEDER,
Philadelphia.
NORTON’S OLD FACTORY,
Late Mt. Vernon, with
MAGRAW A KOONS,80 North Street,, Baltimore.
HENRY C. SPALDING,
Land Warrant!.
And is being Jittea up with good Machinery for do
DIBBLEE,
WORK
&
MOORE,
LEECH A CO., No.2 AstorIIoase,orNo.lff. Wm.
ERSONS having 160 acre Land Warrants, by
No. 48 Cedar Sireet, New York.
ing a Custom business, and that I am now ready to
Imnorters and Jobbers of
St. N. Y.
sendingthein to the undersigned, can have them
receive Wool to manufacture into Cloth, Caasimere,
PaITTIUM
I
LEECH A CO., No. 54 Kilby Street, Boston.
SattiaeU, Blankets and Flaucel on Shares or by the
loaned to pre-emptor* of the public lands, at two .
. ,
,
■
97 CftAMBXttS .t 79 * fl «RAPr. ST., k. y.
H. H. HOUSTON, Gen’l Freight Ag't Phil.
hundred and fifty dollars, payable in one year, «e.
Ascertain unprincipled persons are attempting
Yard.
L. L. IIOUPT, Gen’l Ticket Ag’t Philadelphia.t
Also. Carding and Spinning; Carding Rolls and
to palin off on the unsuspecting public, imitations
IALLand see there nice and cheap Sugars,before HOS. A. SCOTT, Gen’l. Sup’t., Altoona,Pa. jtn 1 cured by the land entered with the warrant
Cloth Dressing done ou Short Notice. Ail-work
This is an excellent chance for investment, the of my Prepared Glue, I would caution all persona
/ i)urchaiioK elsewhere, at the Old Corner.
warranted done in the be3t manner and as cheap a«
lender being rendered doubly safe, by having the to examine before purchasing, and see that thefull
QANTITY of the celebrated Hamburg Cheese benefit of the settlers improvements and selection o
Feb. 26.’6i _ ____________________ G.M.FAY.
*he cheapest.
name,
;
just received at the Old Corner.
W<x-1 will be received at the Old Factory at LnICTSPALDING’3 PREPARED GLUE.^m
i
the finest land* in the West.
PATENT OFFICE AGEACY.
Feb.
26,
’
61.
G.M.FAY.
iitteand work returned,
H. E. WILKINSON.
JAMES G. CHAPMAN.
is on the outside wrapper; al< Others are swindling
Opposite the Weddell House, Cletehmd, Ohio.
June
39.
Ginuba
City,
Nsis.
Ter.
Jaaelf.
j BLANKS of all kind* for sale at IhisOfftte.
cottnterfeite.
Feb.26. I
F. a- »0Rnn>«B
[Majr5.]
j. suaimaud.

Sfen, Ornamental and Fresco Painter,

JAMES BLANCHARD.
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THRF.K THROIJOTT
Between Pittsburgh and Philadelphia!
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STEWART STOVES,

W

WOOLEN FACTORY!
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C

A

by which this fluid becomes vitiated, weak, and
poor. Being in the circulation, it pervades the
whole body, and may burst out in disease on any
part of it; No organ i» free from its attacks, nor
is there onS Which it may not destroy. The scrofu
lous taint is variously caused by mercurial dl-casc,
low living, disordered or unhealthy food, impure
air, tilth and filthy habits, the depressing vices,
and, above all, by the venereal infection. What
ever be origin, it b hereditary in the constitu
tion, descending “ front parents to children unto the
third and fourth generation
indeed, it seems to
be the rod of Him who says, “ I will visit the
iniquities of the fathers upon their children.”
Its effects commence by deposition froia the
blood of corrupt or uiccfotls ill fitter, which, in the
lungs, liver, and internal organs, is termed tuber
cles ; in the glands, swellings; and Oh the surface,
eruptions or sores. Thia foul cotruptioii, which
genders in the blood, depresses the energies oi life,
so that scrofulous constitutions not only suffer front
scrofulous complaints, but they have lnr less power
to withstand the attacks of other diseases ; con
sequently, vast numbers perish by disorders which,
although not scrofulous in their nature, are .still ren
dered fatal bv this taint in the system. Most of

kidneys, brain, and, indeed, oi all the organs, atiirtf
from or are aggravated by the same cause.
One quarter of all our p-.-ople are scrofulous;
their persona ore invadeti by this lurking infection,
and their health is undermined by it. To clean**
it from the system we must renovate the blood
by an alterative medicine, and invigorate it by
healthy icxxl and exnrchc. .Such u medicine We
supply in

AYER’S
Compound Extract of Sarsaparilla,

tho most efftxjtual remedy’ which the medienl skill
of our times can devise for this every where pre
vailing and fatal malady. It is combined from the
most active remedial® that’have been discovered for
the expurgation of this foul disorder from the blood,
and the rescue of the system from its destructive
consequences, lienee it should he employed for
the cure of not only scrofula, but also those other
affections which arise from it, such as Eiu itivj:
and Smx 1)i8e.vsi;h, St. Anthon vs Fire, Hose,
or Euysivelas, Piurt-rs, Puwri i.ls, Blotches,
Blains and Boils, Tivuors. Tetter and Salt
Rhkvm, Scald Head, Ringwoum, Rheumatism,
Syphilitic and Mkrcukial Diseases, Dhopsy,
Dyspepsia, Debility, and, indeed, ai t.Complaints
arising phom Vitiated or Impure Blood. The
popular belief in “ impurity of the blood” is founded
in truth, for scrofula is a degeneration of the blood.
recommended its* use to many of my friends and The particular purpose and virtue of this Sarsapa
acquaintances, who I am happy to inform yon, aro rilla is to purify mid regenerate this vital fluid,
using it with like effect.
without which sound health is impotaible in coaVery respectfully, yours,
A. M. LATTA,
tuninated constitution*.
Attorney and Counsellor at law.
Depot, 544 Broadway, and sold by all dealers
throughout the world.
The Restorative is put up in bottles of three sizes,:
large, medium and small; the small holds i a pint,
and retails for ono dollar per hottie, the medium
holds at least twenty per cent, more in proportion
FOR THE SPF.EOV CURE OF
than the small, retails for two dollars a buttle; the
large-holds a quart, 40 per cert, more in proportion Intermittent Fever, or Fever end AfiU«.
Remittent Fever, Chill Fever. Dumb Ague,
and retails for $3 a bottle.
Periodical Ileadaclie, or Bilious Ilcnria. Ik,
O. J. WOOD <t CO, proprietors, 444 Broadway, and Bilious Fevers, indeed for the vvltols
New York, and 114 Market Street, St. Louis Mo.
class of diseases originating in biliary de
And sold by all good Druggists and Fancy Goods rangement, caused by the Malaria of Milas
inatic Countries.
Dealers. For sale by JAMES BLANCHARD,
Wc are enabled here to offer the rnrniTiUT.itv a rersmay 15-y
Mt. Vernon, Ohio.
edy which, while it cures the above complaints witl
certainty, is still perfectly harmless in any quantity.
Such a remedy is invaluable in districts where the.
afflicting disorders prevail. ‘This “Cure” ck;h 1- tin
miasmatic |x)i>on of Fever and Ague from the sys
tem. and prevents the development of the disease, if
taken on the first approach of its pieniouitorv symp
toms. It is not only the best nsuedy ever yet tiisesvered for this cla«s of romplairts, but <d»o the clieij
cst. The large quantity we supply for a dollar trines
it within the reach of every laxly ; ui.d in bilious
MRS. WINSLOW,
trlcts, where Fever and Ague prevails, every 1«
An experienced Nurse and Female Physician, pre should have if ai.d use it freely both for cure aud pnesents to the attention of mothers, her
lection. A great superiority of this remidy over
other ever discovered for the speedy ai d certain entt
of Infermittei.ts is that it contains ) o Quinine or min
FOR CHILDREN TEETHING,
eral, coiiscqu nt!y it j r>'d'.e<-« t:O quinism or
which greatly facilitate* the process of j^ething, by injurious effects whatever upon the constitution. 'I hoiw
softening the gums, reduciou all infiamation—will cured by it arc left as healthy as if they had never ba
allay all pain and spasmodic action, and Is
the disease.
MtTKE TO HKCl tA Ii: THE KONELf.
Fever and Ague is not alone the consequence of tY
Depend upon it, mothers, it will give rest to your miasmatic poison. A great variety of disorders arivi
f:»:n its irritation, among which -re Xei.rafiia, Rheu
selves. and
matism, Gout, lletuiache, I'-litutntss. Toothache, Iinr.
RELIEF AND HEALTH TO YOUR INFANTS.
It not only relieves the child from pain, but invig ache. Catarrh, Asthma, Polyitat.on, Pain ful Afferht
orate* the stomach and bowels, corrects acidity, and nf the Spleen, Hysterics, Pam m the Bowelf, < (dot,
gives tone and energy to the whole system. It will Paralysis and 1) rangtnu-ut of the Stsmaeh, sb
which, when originating in this cause, rut oti air
almost instantly relieve
GRIPING IN THE BOWELS, AND WIND COLIC intermittent type, or become periodical. This “ t t'M ’
expels the jxnson from the Wood, and conseqiieaifij
and overcome convulsions, which if not speedily rem nres them all alike. It is an invaluable protection U
edied, end in death. We believe it the BEST and immigrants and persons travelling or ttmporarily re
SUREST REMEDY IN THE WORLD, in all case* siding in the malarious districts. If taken oecastovdtS;
of DYSENTERY and DIARRtEA IN CHILDREN, or daily while exposed to the in.ection, that will
whether it arrises from teething, or from any other excreted from the system, and cannot accumulate ii
cause. Wc would say to every mother who has a sufficient quantity to rinen into disease. Hence it i
child suffering from any of tbe foregoing complaints even more valuable for protection than cure, and fev
—DO NOT LET YOUR PREJUDICES, NOR THE will ever suffer from Intermittent® if they avail tfe«
PREJUDICES OF OTHERS, stand between you seizes of the protection this remedy affords.
and your suffering child, and the relief that will be Prepared by Dr. J. C. / YES
CO., Lowell,
SURE—yes ABSOLUTELY SURE—to follow the
X-fir
J.
Blanchard,
S.
IV.
Lippitt,
W. B. Russeb
use of this medicine, if timely used. Full directions
for using will accompany each bottle. None genu and by Druggists and dealer* everywhere.
Oct30-ly.____________________
ine unless the fac-siinilc of CURTIS A PERKINS,
New York, is on the outside rapper.
FHEOERICKTOWW
FOUNDRY.
Sold by all Druggists and dealers in medicines
in Knox Countv.
L. D. RANKIN', Proprietor.
PRINCIPAL OFFICE, 13 Cedar Street. N. Y.
HE subscriber respectfully informs the citizen
PRICE ONLY 25 CENTS PER BOTTLE.
of
Knox
and the surrounding counties that k
March 26, 1861.
continues the Foundry Business in Frerierirktowr
Knox county, Ohio, where he manufactures an
THE
keeps on hand a general assortment of
MOFFAT’S
COOKING. PARLOR & OFFICE STOVE5
PLOWS OF ALL FINPS,
And a full stock of TIN and COFFER WARE.
— AMD—
Dinner Bells, a splendid article, fine toned and vs
Phcenix Bitters.
HE high and envied celebrity which these pre ry cheap, are made at this establishment.
All work manufactured at my est* Slishmcnt wii
eminent Medicines have acquired for their in
valuable efficacy in all the Disease* which they prohe warranted to give entire satisfaction to our cui
fess to cure, has rendered the usual practice of pul timers, and will bo sold at price* equally at low
ling nut only unnecessary, but unworthy of them. not lower than similar articles can be had in M
v«mon. Tho patronage of the public is solicited,
IN ALL CASES
mar 15
L. D. RANKIN.
of Asthma, Acute and Chronic Rheumatism, Affec
tions of the Bladder and Kidney*.
A CARD.
B1LLI0US FEVERS AND LIVER COMPLAINTS, rrtHE undersigned wishes to say that he is still
In the South and West, where these diseasesprethe old Stand on High Street, West of the R.
vail. they will be found invaluable. Planters, far
Depot known as the Furlong Foundry, which is no’
mers and others, who once use these Medicines, will
in full operation. He is ready to greet all his ol
never afterwards be without them.
riends aud patrons with a pleasant smile, a wars
BILLIOUS COLIC, SEROUS, LOOSNESS, BiLES, shake of the hand, sooial chatand then furnish ther
COSTIVENESS. COLDS AND COUGHS,
with any thing in the line of business they are t
CHOLIC, CORRUPT HUMORS,
bo supplied with at this place. The same bnsines
DROPSIES.
is continued here as you will seo by advertisemen.
Dyspepsia —No person with this distressing dis
Come on Farmers and all others and support hoi
ease, should delay using these Medicine* immedi industry.
M. C. FURLONG.
ately.

Ague Cure,

CWlLDREhi

SOOTHING SYRUP,

T

PURIFY

BLOOD!

Vegetable Life Pills

T

1

Eruptions of the Skin,Erysipelas, Flatulency.
Fevek and Ague.—For this scourge of the Wes
tern country, these Medicines will be found a safe,
speedy »Dd certain remedy. Other medicine* leave
the system subject to a return of the disease; a cure
by these medicines is permanent
Try thorn. Be satisfied, and be cured.
FouLNKSfi of Complexion—
GENERAL DEBILITY7, GOUT. GIDDINESS,
Gravel, Headaches ef every kind, Inward Fever, Inflamatory Rheumatism, Impure Blood, Jaun
dice, Loss of Appetiie.
Mercurial Diseases.—Never fails to eradicate
entirely all the effects of Mercury, infinately sooner
than the most powerful preparation of Sarsaparilla.
NIGHT SWEATS, NERVOUS COMPLAINTS of
all kinds, ORGANIC AFFECTIONS.
Piles.—The original propiietor of these Medi
cines was oured of Piles of 35 years’ standing, by
tbe use of these Life Medicines alone.
PAINS in the Head, side, back, Joints and Or
gans.
Rheumatism.—Those affected with this terrible
disease, will bo sure of relief by the Life Medicines
Rush of Blood to the Head, Scurvy, Salt Rheum
Swellings.
Scrofula, or Kings’Evil in its worst forms,Ulcers
of every description.
Worms of all kindJ are effectually expelled by
these Medicines. Parents will do well to adminis
ter them whenever their cxistense is suspected. Rolief will be certain.
The Life Pills and Phtcnix Bitters
PURIFY THE BLOOD,
And thus remove all disease from the BjBtem.
Prepared and Bold by
DR. WILLIAM B. MOFFAT,
335 Broadway, corner of Anthony Street, N. Y.
For sale by all Druggists.
I)eo25:y.
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STOOD THE TEST OF YEARS,

Tetley,

No. 136 Wood Street, Pittsburgh,

RIFLE MANUFACTURERS,

fuklong’fottndk
s. DAVIS &. co.,
MANUFACTURERS Or

MOWERS AND REAPERS
CALLED THE

Monnt Vernon Irou Harvester,
HE most simple in construction and perfect 1
its operation, the lightest in draft, and least lii
ble to get out of ordor of any in use. Now if fa:
mer* of Knox and adjoining Counties wish to sai
.dONEY, HORSE FLESH AND TIME,
Come and try

T

FURLONG FOUNDRY
Manufactures of Mowers and Reapers, and theaboi
representations will be realized or no sale Also,

Sugar Mills with R. D. Evans*
PATENT EVAPORATOR,
Patented March 20th, I860. These mills are heav
cast iron, and by use, proved last fall to be une;
colled by any in these parts; and as for the Svapori
tor, it is the best adapted to tbe business,of an
pattent yet in use, and is so constructed, that th
furnaee part serves for a stove,forakitchenorcook
ing vegetable* for stock, and all its advantage* ove
others for convenience, has to be seen and used I
be properly appreciated. Those wishing to pui
ehase will be but wise to examine this before buj
ing elsewhere.
Also, THRASHING MACHINES, all ®f the vs
riou* styles and descriptions made andrepaired thi
was formerly made here. Also, Plows and Ploi
Shares. Wholesale and Retail; of the Long Plov
right and left from No. 1 to No. 5; Iliser right an
left; Crist do.; Hutchison left. The Mt. Yerno
Iron right, left, and the Clipper and Comhinatie
now with the Steel Mole Board, Double Shovel;
Ac., Ac. Also Scraper* with cast points, an » xee!
lent article. Also, Castings, Machinery, Ac. to ordel
S. DAVIS A CO.
Apr24.
M. C. Furlona. Gen. AgXj

MPORTERS and dealers in double and single bar
W. P. COOI4E &. C’O.,
rel shotguns, sporting apparatus, gun makers ma
WHOLESALE DEALERS IX
terials,has just receiycd, by Express,directfrom the
manufacturers,asplendidasBortmentofC It’sRepcatlog Pistols, four, five and six inch barrels, all of which i
SHOK FINDINGS.
we wii; Heu for cash at as low prices asthey can be1
SHEEP PELTS AND WOOL.
bou-htin :heoity of New York. Persons going to
A’». 35 H'atcr Street,
Australia and California willfind that they can dobet«
n, ouiu.
terby purchasing theirequipage at home,than they
;^r* Particular attention paid to orders,
can amongstrargers—as we give persons a chance to w. P. COOKE.
K’ De*1
try any of the above pistols before ioaving the city,
Oleveland April
nd in ct • o' a failure we refund the money,
Justice’s Blanks for s ale at the Banner 0ffie|
Sept. lt;n.
BOWN A TETLEY.

I

Leather, Hides and Oil,

